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38ARK WORTEN TO BE SUED
FOR COURT AND TAXES
DUE CITY.
Park Bond Question of Council Re-
ceives Endorsement and $r000 Is
Appropriated for Lang Park.
The hoard of aldermen held. 
an
- interesting meeting last 
night. Its
principal actions were a refusal to
insbruit to the people the right to
1 
vote on the buying or building of
water work:" and building of an
4.1 electric light plant for 
commercial
lighting and the ratification of 
the
council's proposition to li tthInlit to the
people the voting of $too.000 for pub-
1k parlas.
Much general businse was done.
-the board being in session near three
!tours
Two Absentees.
Chairman Starks rapped the board
to order at A o'clock. 'Clerk Bailey
called the roll and found six mem-
bers present and two absent, the hat-
ter being Messrs. Hubbard and P
al-
mer. The minutes of the last net-
were read and approved.
el Mayor Yeise
r presented a petition
from Wm. Gilbert. deiryrr,..n. a.-king
for the return of a license he had
paid. The petition was received and
referred.
Notification of the suit of Mrs..
'Lander against the city for damages
for falling into ditch was also pre-
eented by the mayor and referred
to the city solicitor, on motion.
A communication from Mr. W. F.
Bradshaw, relative to improvements
of the sidewalks in front of his prop-
erty. on West Broadway. was read
by the mayor. He said Bradshaw
seemed to think he was being wrong-
fully criticised, but he thought as no
one criticieed him (Yeiser) Mr. Brad-
shaw must be mistaken. The peti-
tion was referred.
The nrayor notified the hoard of
the resignation of the Race Dipple
as a member of the council and the
appointment of Mr. Alotrzo Crandall
• se ins nuccessor. The notification
was received and filed—no other ac-
tion being. necessary
The question of an assistant to
City Engineer Waehington was. urged
4 by the mayor end favored' by the
mernbere generally after statements
by Mr. Washington and others. On
motion of Mr. Hank, the question of
employing an assietant, helpers. etc..
was referred to the finance consmit-
tee with Mr. Washington added. with
power to act.
Vote Refused to People.
.His Honor also called the atten-
tion of thc board to the question ef
submitting to the people the matter
of a vote upon the water works and
and elecric light plant bond' issue
proposition.
Mr. Bell moved. to defer the matter
in owing to the absence of two mem-
bers and, got several seconds.
Mr .Farley thouirtit the matter had
been—delayed long epenneh and was
for submitting the' ellittition without
delay, saying the people wanted to
vote on the queetirm and he ivax for
leaving_ it to them. He made a
strreig aeorment for submitting the
quitestion to a vote.
Me. Bell thought many would sign
a petition against the question, but
he said that was a mooted. view. He
again insisted for a deferment of
the question until there was a full
board
Mir. Miller wanted the proposition
separated and a vote taken without
any delay. He stated his position as
favoring the submitting .of the vote
to the people and moved, as an
amendment to Mr. Bell's motior.
that the hoard d'ecide at once whether
the question of buying or building
water work. he 'submitted to the
prole. an ordinance to this effect to
be brought in later.
11fir. Chemblin didn't favor the idea
of either submitting the quehtion or
of htlying or building water works.
Ife declared he was against munici-
pal ownership of any utility because






Sequel to Thoughtlesa Act of Chorus
Girls—Sent Roses and Note
to Mrs. Thaw.
New York, Aug. co.—The Herald to-
day bays:
New evidence providing a plausible
motive for the killing of Stanford
White ; as lately come into District
Jtrome's possession. The inkling of
thc facts was conveyed to the district
attorney indirectly from Florence
Zeigfeld, a theatrical manager, who
is the husband of Anna Held and who
is at present living in Paris. The
story is that Mr. White sent a note'
and a basket of flowers to Mrs.
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw the afternoon
of the shooting, and that the tragedy
grew out of the thoughtless mischief
of three chorus girls. Mr. Ziegfeld
met one of his New York theatrical
frtends in a railroad station in Paris
a Reis %slide ago and the conversation
drifted to the Thaw tragedy. Mr.
Ziegfeld expressed surprise that the
authorities had not yet got hold of
evidence which would go a long way
toward clearing up the mystery here-
tofore Coalting the motive of Thaw.
"The tragedy occurred some days
prior to my last trip from America,"
said Mr. Ziegfeld, °and I was full of
it on my way over. It was the prin-
cipal subject of conversation on deck
and at table. Among the passengers
was a young woman very well known
to the amusement-loving New York
public who was a prominent member
the chorus in one of my produc-
tions. Naturally we chatted, and the
Thaw tragedy was touched upon. I
found that she knew something which
the district attorney would give a
great deal to know.
"She told me that she accompanied
two other members of my old com-
pany to pay a farewe•I visit to Mr.
hite in the tower of Madison
Ssuare Garden the night prior to Nit.
‘Nifite's death. They were to sail in
a few days. Nits Vsliite was not there
snd as they were leaving the place
an attendant asked what names ha
should report to Mr. White as those
if his visitors.
" 'Oh; said one of the girls, laugh-
'mg, 'you need only say Mrs. Harry
Thaw called.'
'They departed and pictured to
themselves a dozen funny denoue-
ments which might arise out of Mrs
Thaw's vicarious call. Next day Mr.
White, according to this girl, sent a
neat little note to Mrs. Thaw, ex-
pressing his regret at his absence at
the time of her cal and dispatched
a basket of roses to her address. My
informant believed that Thaw saw
the roses, read the card attached and
perhaps read the note which accom-
panied them."
It is known that this young
woman is now in New York, having
returned, it is said, at the request
of Mr. Jerome. It is believed she
trill be one of the most 'important
witnesses for the people.
Documents Tumid Over.
New York, Aug. p.—Harry K.
Thaw's counseI, Clifford W. Hart-
ridge, received yesterday from Black,
Oleott,' Grueber & Bon3rnge practical-
ly the last_ batch of documents and
reports—ataiiidly the -Arm as coun-
sel for Mrs. Wm. Thaw, who em-
ployed them to get all the evidence
that &gin at any time hep her son.
Nk'hen Mrs. Thaw dismissed the firm
she said that she wanted everything
that had been, obtained turned over to
Mi. Hartridge.
CAPT. T. J. MOORS.
Capt. T. J. Moore, who has been
11 a very bad condition for several
days at the Riverside Hospital con-
tinues to improve slowly.
When the Captain was operated
upon for appendicitis Saturday it Wai
though he could not recover, but we
Pre glad to say that his doctors think
he will be ab'e to be up and out in
a few days.
Suits Filed.
Charlotte Parker filed suit in Mc-
Cracken circuit court yesterday ask-
ing for divorce from Allen Parker.
Gip Husbands against Samuel E





"NO SURETY TO DBPOSITQRS
EXCEPT HONESTY OP
BANK OFFICIALS."
A Chicago Newspaper Classes Bank
Looters With Murders—Inter.
views a Bank President.
Frank G. Bigelow, former presi-
dent of the First National Bank of
Milwaukee, says the Chicago Exam-
iner, is in the Leavenworth peni
tentiary serrving a ten years' sent-
ence. Several. men and women who
were depositors in the bank he
wrecked and who lost their savings
are dead from grief and poverty.
One man fell dead when he 'heard
of the failure.
Newton C. Dougherty, former
president of the Peoria Nationa!
bank, is serving a sentence in the
Joliet penitentiary. As a remit of his
bank-wrecking schemes a young
woman 0 f twenty is imanse and sev-
eral careful and industrious people
have died of despondency. Nelson
Burnham a stockholder in the bank,
was killed by news of the failure.
Paul 0. Stensland, president of the
:Milwaukee Avenue State hank, is a
fugitive from justice. Depositors ei
the bank-, the majority of them poor
toilers, have lost their savings and
munt face a pitiless future: One man
dropped dead upon learning that the
bank had failed.
These three men were 'held in high
esteem by their neighbors and the
communities where they lived look-
ed upon them as models to be held
up to the children. Bigelow was an
ex-president of the American Batik-
erg/ AesociatIon and had always an
aphorism' ready to point the way to
happiness Dougherty was superin-
tendent of the Peoria public schools,
a prominent church worker and a pa
tom of charities. Stensland was a
lover of fine arts, an expounder of
civic virtues, a patron of music, a
churchman and a liberal giver to
charity.
Are They Murderers?
Are there men who preached right-
eousness and practicedi iniquity less
guilty of murder than the brute who
send" a bullet through the heart of a
man that be may gain a few dollars?
Is it less a crime to rob a whole
neighborhood than to rob a single
household?
Why should Dougherty and Bige-
low and Stensland escape the gal-
lows and the car barn bandits go to
the gallows? '
These ensiling, whining, preaching
social-lording-it bank presidents not
only killed Outright several persons
but they didveorrse. They condemn-
ed age to penury, weakness to star-
vation and ambition to despair. They
gave the honest savings of the fath-
ers of helpless children to the wine
merchant and the widows' mites to
the habitues of gilded vice. They not
only killed men and women outright
but they made it border for the poor
to be saving, by taking away their
trust. They sealed the prayer of
faith upon confiding lips and planted
in the hearts of theme who had been
open and trustful the seeds of bit-
tterness and suspicion.
Better kill the victim outright than
to kill his belief in man.
Speaking of the Stensland bank
failure, J. D. Forlorn said that there
is no surety to the depositor except
the honesty of the officers of the
bank. _ M. For nyce pmtrident
of the First National Bank of Chi-
cago. He must know what he 's
talking about. The easy 'way in
which Bigelow, Dougherty and Stenr.
land stole the fends of the deposi
tor, getting millions from under the
eyes of the shrewd bank exam
iners
without arousing etispicion, is proof
that Mr. Forgan has not overstated
the case.
People at Their Mercy.
Rut how are the busy people who
have td earn twelve drillers in or-
der to save a quarter, how are they
going to know whether the president
of the hank where they have their
savings is an honest men? If he is
not honest, they don't says Mr. For-
How is the depositor to find out
if he is not honest? He lives in a
fine home. lie wears good clothes.
His children are being educated'. His
servants ape his attitude or re---na-
bility. There is an air of • • ilitv
about the whole family that estah-
li ghee confi deuce,
1
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SYNDICATE TO GOVERNOR FOLK WILL
FICHTSAQ WILL RECOMMEND LEGISLATION
FUND OF fl25,000 BETE* RAISED 
TO BACK ANY OBJECTOR
AMONG RELATIVES.




New York, Aug. es—The latest de
ve opment in the tight to break the
Will of the late Russell Sage is the
(mutation of a syndicate to finance
the contest, the members of this
syndicate to subscribe to a fund of
$25,000 tto start with and meet other
assessments as the necessities of the
litigation may demand. The move-
merit to form such a syndicate is
progressing secretly and is far
enough advanced to make its success
assured. The idea originated with a
number of attorneys who hoped the
collateral heirs would start a contest.
Only one or two have evinced any
such desire, and evin they are luke-
%arm. 'The provision cutting off with-
out a penny any heir who might con-
test the will has scared those most
dtssatisfied, sags
Mr. Sage's nephews and nieces are
all peoPe of modest financial stand-
ing and the prospect of a $as.000
"bird in the hand" is much more en-
ticing than the vision of a bird of
bigger value In the bush.
The attorneys feel confident that a
contest will result successfully and
that any heir who has the courage to
oppose probate of the will will be
rably rewarded. Mrs. Sage, the
lawyers feel sure, would dislike ex-
ceedingly to have her coming into
control sf the millions left by her
husband postponed by a contest and
would agree to a compromise.
Certain lawyers are ready to under
take the risk of litigation, and as a
starter arc subscribing to a $25,000
fund. This amount will be paid by
the Sage heir who Is the astensible
contestant. This will assure the
cautious reative of all that "Uncle"
Russell left him. It is expected that
not less than je000.000 will be made
by the contesting syndicate. This
will be considered a magnificent re-
turn on en investment of $25.000 and
costs. The syndicate of contesting
lawyers is being recruited with great
secrecy.
CONTEST- MUST PROCEED.
Attempts of Denver Coporations to
Rule Roost Fails.
Denver, Cols Aug. 8 —Justice
George Wi Bailey, of the state su-
preme court. today refused the writ
sought by the Denver iCty Tram-
way company and the Denver Gas
and Electric company to slap pro-
ceedings in the franchise election
contest in the Denver county court.
Sheriff Alexander Nisbet thereupoe
personally took' possession of the bal-
lot boxes, which the city election
commission bad refused to surrender
last night on the order of County
Judge Ben P. Lindsey, and thehear-
ing was resumed in the county court.
ATTICK WATERWORKS
LAW FOR IRREULARITY.
Knoxville. Term., Aug. 9.—The act
of the legislature granting the city
the right to build its own water
plant will again be testedl in the state
rupreme court. The city fought out
e question before the lederal su-
preme court on the propositinn that
for the city to build would be a vio-
lation' of the contracturel right ex-
isting 'between the city 'and the Knox-
ville Whirr company, and won, the
supreme court of the United States
sustaining the decision of judge
Clark to the effect that the city could
build and-it-attain its own plant. The
question now raised is that the meth-
od by which the act of the legisla-
ture wee passed is illegal and irregu-




The Firm at Paris, Tenn* Incorpor-
Ian Under That Name.
Paris, Tenn. Aug. 9.—On account
of the death of a member of he
wholesale grocery firm of Rob'e,
!Overby 8r Co., the company has been
1re-organized and re-incorporated tin-
ed- the name firm of Noble-Overby
i company, with a capital stock of $so,-
000. The incorporators are IT. C.
tOverby, J. C. Porter, R. L. Dunlap.
(Continued on Page Three.) , G. R. Noble and A. ,B. Lamb.
•
REFUSING BREWER SANT) DISTILLERS THE RIGHT TO AN 
_ _ • .. • 
PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS; GIVING CITIES POWER
TO OWN AN DOPERATE PUBLIC UTILITIES,
Shewartsville, Mo., Aug. 9.---Gov.
Folk will ask the next general as-
sembly to pass a law by which the
retail liquor interests will be taxed
for the benefit of the public high-
ways. 'He plans to have each drams
shop pay a state license of $2o0 a
year, the fund ereated to be used to
build good roads, beginning with
two great free highways across the
state, one from Kansas City to St.
Louis, the other from Iowa to the
Aticansas line.
Other legislation to be asked for
as outlined by the governor in bis
speech here yesterday, includes giv-
ing the executive power to remove
prosecuting attorneys, and sheriffs for
incompetency or corruption; creating
the office of state excise commission-
ers, with power to revoke drawahop
licenses; refusing brewers and dis-
tillers the right to an interett hi sa-
loons; regulating tc rates charged
by public servioe corporation*, and
giving municipalities the power to
purchase, own and operate public
Utilities,
STREET WORK SERIOUS CHARGE
SOUTHERN BITULITHIC COM- BROUGHT AGAINST POSTAI*.
PANY BEGIN WORK TO I TER OF SAULS-
RESURFACE BROADWAY BERRY, KY.
Anchor Paving Company to Have His Arrest Follows Hunt for Person
Contractor Boswell to Repair
Curbing and Sidewalks.
Yesterday morning President In-
gram of the Sourhern Bitulithic com-
pany arrived in the city and before
his departure for Nashville in the
afternoon he ordered the local force
to at once begirt work on the repairs
to Broadway.
Yesterday afteroon the work of
'removing the bittilithic surface on
the north side of the street was be-
gun at Fifth street and will continue
out to Nnith street. The work was
begun by using crowbars but that
process was too slow and a plaw was
brought into service and the surface
is being removed rapidly. The rs-
laying gang with the steam roller will
follow and as soon as the north side
of the street is resurfaced, work will
begin on the south side. The work
should be completed in ten days.
In many places the composition°
that was laid two years ago, has
worn through to the concrette founds
atio•rs It is claimed by the makers
that it was put down during unfav-
orable weather, and also that it is
possible that in some of the rack
used too mulch marl existed and
when it began to disintegrate that
it affected eher constituent pars and
mask i crumble at the bottoms the
traffic on he surface finally wearing
through.
The work was never accepted by
the city, nor was the city asked to
accept it, the defects appearing soon
after it was laid.
The old surface composition is be-
ing useid to fill 'holes in the founda-
tion that is being prepared on Jeffer-
son street. the company having that
contract also. The company expects
to complete its contracts in this city
by S•apterniber Ts. and to remove the
plant elsewhere.
Repairing Broadway Curbing.
The Anchor Paving ss,rtspany that
laid the concrete curbing, gutters and
sidewalks on Broadway from Fifth to
Ninth streets two years ago, have let
the contract to repair their work to
Contractor Boewell of this city.
Mlany sections of the work has
"buckled' and shatteredl and is very
much out of repair .This, is claimed
to he elite ne a lack of ptras;s:ente for
expansion in hying them. The sum-
mer heat caused the walks and curb-
ing to expand and not enough space
having been allowed for that purpose.
as a natural consequence, something
must yield' or give way.
Three weeks, ago the hoard of pub-
lic works notified the Evansville
people to make the repairs, they hav-
ing executed a rnaintenace bond for
five years, and the reply was to the
effect that they did not impose to
make the repairs because the work
was done under the direction of the
city engineer. The board of public
works at once instructed the city
solicitor to serve formal notice on
the company and its sureties 'to be-
gin they repairs by August A, or the
city would have them made at their
expense. On that date the hoard re-
ceived notice that Contractor Bo
s-
well wink} make the repairs for the
company. Mr. Rowell is now re-
pairing to undertake the work and
expects to have it done this month.
.. Estimates For West leff
erson.
Contractor Bridges who laid the
..(Continued on Page Three.)
V.
Who Has Been Tampering With
Registered Letters.
Cincinnati, 0.. Aug. si--A hunt for
the person who has been opening and
tampering with registered letters
sent to the northeastern corner of
Kentucky resulted this afternoon in
the arrest of Postmaster R. P. Souls-
berry at Saulsberry, Ky.
The office there is a central point
for star route mail tor several of the
mountain counties. A dozen or more
letters had been held up when In-
spector Holmes, Agents Speer and
Hennen went from this city to tn•
sesetgate. Decoy letters containing
money were paced in the mail at the
same time. Speer and Hearten, 'in
their telegram, say that they got the
decoy letter and money on the per.
son of Saulsberry, and that after his
arrest he made a full confession,
clearing up the various matter-I' about
which complaints were *aged.
The postmaster is in jail awaiting
a hearing before the United States
commissioner. Another man has
been put in chasge dtthe office. The
inspectors think that Saulsberry was
short of money and was trying to tide
over by holding up the letters anti
using the funds they contained after-
wards sending them on to allele des-
tinations.
HORSE RAN AWAY.
And Struck a Telltifirtifie Pole, Dying
A Few Minutes Later.
Yesterday afternoon about
o'clock the horse to the delivery
wagon of Y. D. Rouse, the grocery-
man of tffis city ran away with the
wagon. Fred Rouse, son of Mr.
Rouse was driving the esilgtin and he
got out to go into Warren's jewelry
store for a few minutes, when art
automobile came a'ong and the hors
got frightened and he went donee
Fourth street a pretty good gait. At
Fourth and Kentucky avenue, it run
into a telephone pole and broke the
shaft and wagon and fell to the
ground, badly injured. Dr. Warner
did all he could to save the horse, but
1(he was hurt to bad for him to, doany good. The horse was-dead ia 3its
minutes after he fell.
WAR ON THE HOLY JUMPERS
Trouble at Waukesha, Wis., May
Lead to the Shedding of iitlsi&d.
...1.••••••••
•
Waukesha' Wis.. Aug. ff.—Mayor
Snyder, who has been in coetflict with
the "Holy Jumpers" for several
weeks, told the Waukesha common
,conneli today that he has largely
escaped assault because he permits
the religious sect to hold street me
et-
ings. Threats have been made to
import a gang of foreigners to drive
the Jumpers out.
Camping at Turners' Lake.
The following people from Padu-
cah are camping on 'turner's 
Lake,
in Ballard county this week an
d aye
having a big time.
Dr. Holland, wife and childr
en, Mr.
Clark Frotson, wile and 
children;
John Smith, wife and children, 
an4





FURTHER DFTAILS OF SENSA-
TIONAL AFFAIR ON THE
ISLAND OF ST. PAUL.
Seal Raiders Discovered Lying Near
Island by Native
Lookouts.,,
New York, Aug. g.—Further de-
tails  of  the killing of five  Japanese
poachers in the Pribiloff. IsTinds is
communicated in a special to the
Herald) dated Dutch Harbor, Alaska.
July 26, via Seward, Alaska, Aug. 7
which saysi:
"Five Japanese were shot and
killed on the Island of St. Paul of
the Pribiloff group by order of the
agent of the department crf com-
merce and labor of July 17. as „he
result of a raid by four Japanese
schooners on the seal rookeries.
"The revenue cutter McCullough
reached here today from. St. Paul
with twelve prisoners, two seriously
wounded, who were turned over to
Deputy Marshal Harmon.
"The raiders were discovered lying
near northeast point. St. Paul, by
native lookouts of the North Ameri-
can - which
lease, the seal privileges from the
goirernnuent. Mud was telephoned
from the patrol station near the
rookery, for which the raiders were
aiming, and special Agent Lem,pke
of the department of commerce, on
duty in the Pribiloff Islands. arrived
on the spot as the Japanese reached
shore. He brdered the boat crew to
surrender, which they did
Refused to Surrender.
"On, climbing the promonotory at
the end of the cape, overlooking one
of the larger rookeries, a schooner
was seen close in shore. Looking
straight down the cliff the patrols
s.anr a dozen or more Japanese skin-
ning a nomber of seals which had
been slaughtered. The raiders re-
fused to surrender when Lempke
reached the r.cene, and tried to make
off with their booty in small boats.
several of which were drawn um on
shore. The agent then ordered his
guard of natives to open fire.
"The Japanese offered no resist-
ence. being without firearms. Three
of the raiders fell dead on the beach.
and a filth body drifted ashore later
in another boat. The men had killed
more than 200 seals, many of them
cows Those who escapes! carried
away about Tao sirins.
"The raid is believed to have been
a concerted effort 'by the Japanese.
• who have been hanging around the
isiland for months and giving the
revenue cutter much trouble.
Schooner Overhauled.
"The Tokwa Mare, a schooner.
was oveetrattled by the cutter Perry
on July e, off the New Volcanic
Wand which rose near flognslof, 40
miles from here. last March She
was crowded wi011 hoariest- hut in
sealskins were found aboard. Sus-
picions of Captain Dinwoodie of the
Perry were aroosed and he proceed-
ed to the Pribiloffs at once. but a
den * fog set in and lasted until the
Perry returned here on July 16. The
MeCullotifih reached the islands on
July 20 and took charge of the pris-
oners.„
"Besides the Tokwa Marti, the
schooner Rosso Baro is known to
have been. in the raid fast autumn.
Japanese were found fishing and
trading with, the natives on the !s-
tand of Attu and were routed by the
Perry.
"The raid is the most serious that
'has occurred in the troubled history
of the rookeries The last attempt
to rifle the island was made about
yrory ago by a schooner flying
the Mexican flag She was inter-
cepted by a cutter before carrying
• ott• her poroose.
"The raid was supposed to have
been planned by Alex McLean. He
was known to be in Victoria_, WC,
last winter, but left there for parts
unknown in the early spring.
Officials Excited.
"Officials and company- men of the
Sea Islands are considerably excited,
although no further raids are expect-
toil here, as the patrol of the Behring
Sea by the cutterc 'becomes continu-
ous ors Aug. T. Their.captaina seem
disinclined to purote or capture even
schooners known to have taken part
in the raid unless found in the three-
mile limit, or in open violation, of
the law.
"Many prisoners were taken just
after the raid, but were allowed to
'return to their vessels as the guard
was considered insufficient to control
so many. The prisoners buried their
own dead on the beach.
"In trying to return to the seal
islands with Agent Lemke on July
22. the, Perry broke he; cylinder
pomp a rate from shore, and is tem-
porarily out of business. This leaves
the patrol short of vessels and the
islands tingoarded The Thetis is in
the Arctic. the Rush. on duty. at Nits-
hagak. Bristol Bay. the Bear out of
eremmission and the Mcculloorth tin-
der order, to proceed tot. Silica and
take on board the governor of the
district and Island Fish Commis-
sioner Bowers, now at St. Paul, on
Kodiak Island. .
"The prisoners, left on July 25 on
the monthly mail steamer for Val-
dez, Where the court of the second
judicial district, in which the Sea
Islands lie, sitting in August. The
charge will probably be piracy. De-
partment of commerce agents are
preserving the utmost secrecy about
the affair.° .
INJUNCTION SOUGHT.
The Kenton Courts Determined to
Squelch the Gantt:I:era.
Cincinnati, Aug. g.—In the name of
the commonwealth, Prosecutor Gal-
vin and County Attorney Frank
Stacey today filed suit in the Kenton
against M. Simonton,,Aa'
owner of property, and j. W. Hoill-
day, as operator of a new pool-
room started yesterday in Covington.
They ask for an injunction against
the room as a nuisance, as it is in
plain sight of thousands of people
crossing the suspension bridge.
Sheriff Davison announced that this
afternoon he would station two dep-
uties 'in the room,, and as fast as men
paced bets would have them arrested
and bound over. He expects this to
put the room out of business.
ARRAIGN HARTJE AND NEGRO
Pittsburger and Coachman Are Held
Under Conspiracy Charge.
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 9.—Augustus
Hartje and his friend John L. Wel-
shons, who, with Clifford Hooe, the
former negro coachman of Hartje
are charged with conspiracy in con-
oection with the Hartje divorce case.
appeared before Alderman F. M
King today for a hearing and, waiv-
ing all procedure were held for court
under bonds of $3,000. which was
furnished by Attorney Edward G.
Hartje. a brother of one of the de-
fendants.
Their arraignment had been post
pried several times owing to the dis-
inclination of the commonwealth to
go 'into the matter until the divorce
case was finished.
+ + + + + + + + + + +
Kentucky Fair Dates.
41-
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville—
Septertlber 17-22.
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 days. 
FernCreek, August* 14-4 days.
Vanceburg, August 15-4 days.
Columbia. August 15-4 days.
Sheplheraomille, August 21-4 days'
Toiwrenceburg. Almost 21-4 days.
Springfield, August 15-4 dark
London, August 2$'-4 days.
Brodhead, August 15-3 days.
M't. Olivet, August 16-3 days.
Githerie, August 23-3 days.
Nicholasville. August 28-3 Says.
Shelbyville, Atrgtrot 28-4 days.
Fioresve, August 29-4 days.
Ewing. August 30-3 days
Elizabethtown. September 4-3 days. 
ParisSeptember 4-5 dayc-
Bardstown, September 5-4 dorc•
Monticello, September 11-4 Afro-
Glasiglow. September 12-4 days.
Sebree, September 18-5 days.
Hartford, September 19-4 days
Henderson. September 26-4 days.
Falmonth. Septtember 26-4 days.
Pembroke, September n-3 days. ..





loan of Arc Gets Judicial Sep-
aration From Husband.
Paris. Aug. et—The civil traumal
of the Seine yesterday confirmed its
decree granting Mrs. Maud Gonne
MacBriche (known as the "Irish Joan
of Arc") a judicial reparation from
her husband. Major MacTiride, but
the tribunal roftiscd absolete ,'sivorcu•
on the ground of her Irish nation-
ality. Mrs. MacBride was awarded
the custody of the child.
The major's cross-bill was over-
t-filed. IMiajor 11facTliridle served in
the Irish brigade of the Boer army
during the South African war.
SAGE ESTATE tzso,000poo.
Additional Securities Worth $50,000,-
000 Found by Executors.
It was stated the other day, says
a New York telegram, that the %ix-
eel/ of the .state of Russell Sage
were amazed in proceeding with the
inventory of his estate to discover
$5o.00m000 in securities, the existence
of which had never been suspected
It was stated that the estate now
arrumnied to $150000,octo.
HONOR SUSAN B. ANTHONY
Memorial Service Held by Woman
Suffragists at Copenhagen.
Copenhagen, Aug. ea—The leading
feature of today's programme of the
conference of the International
League of Woman Suffragists was a
memorial meeting in honor of Susan
B. Anthony, in which delegates from








Few Babies Blessing; Too Many
However, Present Great Prob-
lem for the Nation.
Prof. Adolph Wagner, who holds
the chair of economics and sociolottY
in the -Berlin triiiversity, while here
was asked for his. views on the over-
population of Germany, says a Paris
cable to. the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Prof. Wagner says the population in
Germany is increasing at a rapid
rate. and this increase is not doe to
immigration, but births. In 1816
Germany's population was 
25,000,001)Now it is 6o.000.000. It has been
calculation that at this rate of in-
crease the population iof Germanv
would be R0000,000 in. 1826.
"How will Germany feed such a
large population?" has been asked 'oy
ninny economists. Prof. Wagner says
on this subject:
"You see. there are ,no children
one might say, here in France. There
are too many, however, in Germany.
Wlhile the abundance of children may
be considered by some a heavenly
'blessing, I cannot agree with this
view, because I foresee the conse-
quences. It is for this reason that
I like the French system of *deux
enfants' --two children. This system
alreaday adopted in some parts
of Germany.
Blessing While Children Only.
"Children, are certainly a blessing
But they are not always children--
they grow up. They have to be cared
for during the time of their growth
If one has only two children the sac-
rifices for them are smaller and he
k able to take better care of them
But when parents have six OT eight
children it is entirely different. Tile
parents are then compelled to make
marry sacrifices. and perhaps neglect
the little ones.
"This. superabundance of children
makes it necessary for parents to
send little ones to work too early in
life.* This is Very dangerous to so-
ciety. The children become dl-
formed, and, if they are poor, they
are necessarily ill-nourished and
they grow lip, if they reach man-
hood. weaklings on whom neither
the natio nor family con rely
"It is the export of our wares as
well as of our nroduets that keep
its alive as a nation. We send. our
manufactures and product% all river
the world This of course, fair-
nichessome employment to our cour-
populated couritdv. if Germany
were not overpopulated we could live
royally on what owe exports bring
As No Other Nation.
When asked whether he consid-
ered the overproduction of Gerronny
as a menace to Europe. Prof. Wag-
ner said':
"It is m74. There are other na-
tion: that multiple more rapidly than
the Germon%. Take the Poles. for
instance They multiply at an enor-
mous rate There stock is so over-
worirell that President Rooseyclt
would probahly decorate the whole
nation were Americans in the habit
of giving medals. As for menacing
we cannot be' a menace to a nation
like France. From our egotistic
national point of view. we Germans
are sorry that the French people are
not doing like the Germans. You
,see the French are ereat consumers
o four products, and the more mimeo
oils they become the more we sell
therm The well beiru the Latin
rie-• in F.:v.(4p- is of much concern
to Germance. They. are our eu%torn-
ers. and it is better for tis if they
are prospering in wealth and f-a.mi-
lies. Their ‘lownfall is in a measure
°ours."
Next to restricting the stock. Prod
Wagner recommends emigration' as
a means of getting rid of Germany's
overpopulation.
"Rot while we can solve to some
extent the question of overpopu%-
tion. by emigration. believe that it
is best not 'to give birth to too many
children. It is not enough to bring
human' beings into the world. It is
necessary to figure 'first how they
can be proyided for After the means
of lire are provided a few children
should he welcomed with open arms"
Thotrrt• A r'dison, the noted elec
trician a- inventor, is extremely
fond of music.
The members of the Yorkshire
(England) brigade of volunteers
have been asked by the colonel to
cut off their curls.
Ground shells are being 'iced for
paths in some of the London parks
with very satisfactory results, as they
do not make dust.
Marriane is the bloom or blight
of all men's happinesa.—Byron.
Still water ir the kind moonshiners ' iCimtenttrient gives a crown where
'ire partial to. • fortune has (*.leafed it—Pord.
LOST PARADISE.
BY BARRY PAIN.
Por some time the man had seemed
to be asleep. He sat back in one cor-
ner of the carriage, his eyes closed, the
lower lip dropped, his slack fingers
nursing in his lap the pipe that he
had relinquished. Opposite to him sat
his wife, a shrunken woman with tight
Lips, list hair, and an anxious eye. As
she watched him and pursued the train
01 her thoughts she now and then_
Shook her head 8.6 with disapproval.
She was naturally garrulous, but was
restraining herself. As a girl she
had been rather pretty than not; none
could have guessed it now.
Suddenly the man sat up and
Opened his eyes; he tapped the bowl
of his pipe against his boot and be-
gan to refill it.
"You've had a nice sleep," said the
Wonian.
The man seemed in no hurry to an-
swer. He was staring blandly at the
fiat, eliding country as the local train
puffed and waddled on its slow way to
the sea- It was not until his pipe was
lit that he turned to her and told her
that he had not been asleep at all.
I • "Not been asleep?" she said, in •high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well,
if I'd known that Why, I've been par-
ticularly careful not to wake you all
this time."
"Thank you," said the man, without
enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin-
ued, meditatively, "when I was first
—et—taken ill, and you had to get me
signed up and put away—"
"Now, George. please don't remind
me," said the little woman, with some
appearance of distress.
"If I don't mind being reminded you
needn't," said the man, stolidly. "What
I want to know is when I was taken
ill was I In any way violent? Did I
want to do murder to anybody?"
"No; fortunately we were spared
that. You didn't even try to break Up
the furniture. So far as your doing
any harm was concerned, I might have
kept you at home all the time, only the
d 'etor said it wouldn't do. No; you
jest sat there smiling. You were a
millionaire, go you said. Ready you
were to write checks for any SUM I
might mention. And the things you
w‘re going to buy—well, there was no
li.nit-to them. You owned three gold
mines and I don't know what else. It
was perfectly horrible to I: >ten to
you..'
."Was nr said the man rowly
"Well it's all over now. I'm sitting in
a third smoker, going to the saaside
on a fiver borrowed from my broth.t
wito didn't want to lend it. When
that's done I go back to woi 'a at two
quid • weak."
"Yee, you know what your position
Is well enough now. You're as sane
as anybody, but think how awful it
was for me then." Once launched
uron the subject of which she had not
wished to be reminded she 'seemed
rather to like to dwell upon It. Ponal-
bly she would have welcomed any
tonic that gave her natural garrulity
a chance. "And that wasn't all I had
to put up with." she continued. "Why
at one time you didn't know me—you
called we Dora."
"Did I?" the man asked siith nag.
ernes&
"You did indeed—and that not once
nor 20 times: and all your tall: wee
bits of a poetry book. My sister
was there at the time; I'm sure I don't
krow how I should have g,,t on with-
out her. She couldn't he'p hearing
what you were saying, and she asked
fn. If you knew anybody of that name.
Of course I could tell her ae did not
and that It was isn't your l.ght-ttead
ednesa. Never befere nor since have
I know.] you to be so conoilimentan
as you were then. You r 'd thins
about my eyes and hair that were quit*
beyond the mark. and Cs 'le Nat'l
made her shudder to Ilstiot to them
Are yon going to el, again
George?"
The man had fallen ho"; Into lib
former position. "No," he s wearily
"Wouldn't be worth while. We shalt
be there In five minutes. Whet do you
want to i:eep on about tbinfos for?"
"What" said the woman angrily. "I
de like that. Me keep on indeed! I'd
like to know which of its it was tha:
started on th% subject Perhaps you I
tall me that."
The man remained with his eye
closed. silent, his face impassive.
"No, you won't tell me because
daren't You know perfectly well ii
was you who begun on it and again-,
my swishes. I know I told you thr
hated to talk about it. Notwithatand
In, which I begaa to answer your
questions in a dull way and get both
lag but abuse for say trouble. The fact
Is that you're not grateful to anybody
for anything. You're not grateful to
your bmthsr for this money he's len'
us. No; if you were to meet the Yet.%
doctors that cured you you wouldn't
say as much as a than't you."
For the first time the man smiled
"A:1 right," he said, "I dare say I war
a bit unreasonable. It's true, too, if I
met those doctors I shouldn't thank
them."
The train 'slowed into the station.
The man rose and lifted t/teir shabby
luggage down from the rack. "No." he
added, speaking as If to himself,
think I should kill them."
"What's that?" the woman asked
sharply.
"Never mind. IT re, c,atch hold ot
that basket"—The Tat er.
Fatherly Advice.
Daughter—This riano is really my
very own, Isn't it, papa?
Pa—Yea, my deal.
"And when I mar: y, I can take it with
me, can I?"
"Certainly, my et Id. but don't tell
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r (Continued From Page One.
)
• Had one, a week ago, out on Mil-
waukee aventte, inquired for a rep-
resentative of courtesy, if charity, 'Jr
ianythirtg est; either religion -ciote
tor financial, he would have been di-
rected to Paul 0. Stensland. "Ite is
the pre.,ident of the Milwaukee Ave-
cut State Bank," would have been
the answer to' every question of a
personal nature.
Supposing some one who knew
Should have replied that his name
twas not 'Stensland but Olson; that
Ihewas a wild speculator in all kinds
tof kite-flying propositions; that he
-varartrit correspondent
traveling all over the world; that he
had workedi as a sweeper of streets,
and had got his first start from a
lucky bet on a horse race?
Regarded as King.
What would have been the result?
Wouldi the simple resident of Mil-
waukee avenue have 'hastened to the
bank and withdraw his savings?
Vs'ould he have hurried to tell hi:, 
neighbors that Stensland was not an
honest man? Not likely. He would
4/lave turned his back upon the in-
formant. The Stenslands were kings.
and remained so till they ruined their
subjects and themselves. It is the
way of the world.
Six monthe before the exposure 
of
Dougherty, the wrecker of the Peoria
National bank, a Chicago school
teacher. Miss Margaret Haley, de-
nounced the Peoria educator as a di --
honest man. The statement was
made at a convention of the National
,r.ducational society in Asbury Park
N J Several thousand teachers
were present. She told them in a
public speech that Daugherty was an
aristocratic highhanded financier and
charged that he was trying to sequet-
er Stn000 of the National Educa-
ional association's funds. That
ought to have made somebody sus-
picious But the several thousand
teachers merely smiled and shook
their head* Dougherty was a Sun-
day school super'nttendent. H
preached and prayed that the heathen
about him might brcome honest and
live good lives. Be declared. that
honesty was to be sought above all
things lie could not steal. He
could not lie Dougherty was hon-
es! His hank was sound Ile him-
self had said so many time:
Preaches of Honest/.
Bigelow. the Milwaukee "honest
man" bad a reputation similar ts
that of Dougherty He affitated with
bankers and when he was nominated
to hgh office in the American Bank-
ers' Association he made it the oc-
casion of delivering a speech on the
beattves of honesty. Before the
Bankers' Association meeting in New
York at the Waldorf Astoria, a few
months before he was found out, he
recited Robert Louis Stephenson's
prayer:
To be honest, is to he kindoto
earn a little and to spend a little
less; to renounce when that shall
be necessary, and not to be em-
bittered; to keep a few friends
but those without capitulation;
above all, on the same grim con-
dition, to seek friends with him-
self—here is a task for all that
a man has of fortitude and deli-
C2 ey.
Ilisrelnw. the man who a few
months later was stripped of his
mask, stood up before a company of
;his fellows and repeated these lines
a% an expression of his own char-
acter. wore good clothes. His
feats/tea were pleasant, his eyes
looked straight into yours, his smile
was gentle and winning, his voice
was smooth and his words well
chosen. And over the man was the
glamour of sy(xrt‘S. It would have
taken a severe iconoclast to 'have
doubterl his sinccr'ty thot night. Yet
while he was profaning his lips with
those ennobling sentiments written by
an honest soul, he was spending
the money of the poor people of the
City that honored him, taking the
pennies of hundreds of desperately
driven men and women to pay i.ir
the palatial quarters he occupied in
that great New York hotel, to pay
VW The Mite he poured en liberally
for his friends, to pay for the smiles
that later flattered his vanity and
aroused his baser passions.
Types of the Times.
Bigelow, Thotig-herty. Stensland-
they are one and the same. Shake
them tip as you please in your gourd,
Oh Destiny, and they will come on
as one individual, type and product
of the time. it matters not what
-name they assinne, or what quarter
of the globe they inhabit, they will
prosper to the point where they will
rob their fellow men. They will fall
and he forgotten. They are men of
brains, of energy, of certain hered-
ilary religious tendencies which may
make it easy to "assume virtue" and
they hypnotize themselves into the
belief that they are 'necessary to the
community and empowered by fate
to look after the interest9 of their
fellow men. •
Rank president Forgan says that
there is no protection for depositors
In hanks, either state or national un-
less the officials are honest. Then it
should be the duty of the goterts-
ment to see that men such as Bige-
,low and Stenstand should be put out),
of office as soon as they begin to
live one thing and preach another.:
It is better that a bank president.
should be a swearing sailormaa, andi
live his life openly, 'hart that he
should 'hide hi's sins behind, cant and!
hypocritisy.
SHEDS HIS SKIN ANNUALLY
Mine Superintendent Exhibits a
Peculiar Freak of Nature.
Philipsburg, Mont.,- Aug. 9.—John
IL Price, superintendent of the Gold
Reef mines, has just finished shedding
his skin. It is a peculiar piece of
nature's worle, the cause of which the
medical profession has so far been
unalie to explain.
Some rears ago, by special request
Mr. Price went to Chicago. where
L.it:ncitt pitysiaians iroat all over the
STREET WORK
(Continued From First Page.)
concrete sidewalks on West Jeffer-
son street from Fourteenth to. Eigh-
teenth street has been given his esti-.
mates for the world by the city eng-
ineer and approved by the board of
public works. Two weeks' ago the
board inspected the work and ac-
cepted it, and the esiiMates raw
interest from and after August I.
Contractor Bridges wishes to fur-
ninsh the work clear out West Jef-
ferson 'street before beginning to lay
the new walks on Kentucky avenue
from Fourth to Ninth street, but it
is understood that the board of pub-
lic works will not consent to the
delay: the walks being needed more
.11 Kentucky avenue, and the resi-
dents of that locality are already
greatly inconvenience e
of the street contractors.of
 the cause of the Phenomenon was
obtained.
The shedding of the skin of Mr.
Price's entire body is complete, in-
cluding the nails on his fingers and
toes. The process lasts from three
to five days. At its approach Mr.
Price becomes quite ill, has high
fever and the skin over his entirc
body apparently ,dries up.
As soon as the new skin has formed
underneath, which usually requires
two days, the old skin peels off and
Mr. Price feels rejuvenated, with a
skin as tender as that of a babe.
Unti7 the new skin hardens Mr.
Price is obliged to exercise much
care to prevent its breaking. Since
coming to Montana over thirty years
ago Mr. Price has shed his skin an-
nually at this (one of the year.
DENVER MEN JAILED;
COURT CONTEMPT
Denver, Col., Aug. 9.—Henry
1)oherty, president of the Denver Gas
and Electric company; Fred A. Wil-
liams" former chairman of the city
Republican committee: George N
Ordasay, president of the city board
of Election commissioners, and
Cook, Jr., real estate man. were lock-
ed up in the county jail today for
contempt of court by order of Coun-
ty Judge B. B. Lindsey. of juvenile
court fame.
Dohrety. Williams and Cook re-
fused to answer questions concerning
the recent franchise election, and
Ordway refused deliver up the ballot
boxes on the order of Judge Lindsey,
and refused to sworn in the case
The jailing of these men came after
a night full of sensational proceed-
ings, during lArtrich an armed clash be-
tween a sheriff's posse and the elec-
tion corroliissioners' gitardis was
averted only by the good judgment
of the sheriff in failing to obey Judge
Lindsey's order to seize the ballot
boxes by force. The sheriff delayed
until morning and the judge then
modified his order.
A supreme juchre today decided
that Judge Lindsey had jurisdiction
in the election cases. The men in
jail have 'applied to the supreme court
for a writ or habeas corpus.
DIVERSIFIED FARMING PAYS
IN HENDERSON COUNT*/
Lexington, Tenn.. Aug. 9.--trom
Medina. adjoining this section, there
have been shipped during the present
season 68 cars of tomatoes, each car
contalning a thousand cases, making
a total of 68,000 cases. At 6o cents
per case, which is a fair average for
the entire crop, would be in round
numbers $4o,800 paid out for toma-
toes at Medina this season. Add to
this $35,50o paid for strawberries and
you will see that the sum of $76.300
has 'been realized by farmers for their
truck farming. This does not include
the amounts paid out for cabbage,
cucumbers. cantaloupes and t ree
fiuits, wh'ich would run the figures up
to and over Stoo,000. This money
has been realized in three months
commencing May and ending
August T. This shows what diversi-
fied farming and truck raising has
done for the peoPe.
liansraina limes I. 1.;os southern
Railway .as Linda/411e.
St. Paul, Illoa.-041.oci, August ta.
it itad Ta Rotors halt August 31,
with prisiloge el enteepsion to 3optens-
her 30th ea payeasat of so mots.
Denver, Coteeselo Spaings and Pu-
eblo, Col.—..es. S. sole daily tet
Septosaher 30th, with (-elven limit of
3etelter stat.
Ashville, N. C.-05.05. On sale
daihy the year round, good returaisig
within sir uteatisa.
Low Pisittamehoos Rates to many
peeweei. the sossehome, west mil
eemilrweet so bet and third lees-
acips ed mei asenth, Nee to Noicena-
her indunins.
Vsr addiekared igormatioa, tighoia,
l• t iet air NM4 
the Ow&
ma agibift.
I • P. LOOM It W. aos Unit
C.317111=Villfrli. O. AL,
▪ Tom* men" Illy.
J. C. BEAN, JR, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mb.
Friendship decreases whenever,
there is on the one sidle too much
happiness and too much' misfortune
on the other.--LCarition Sylva.
Want Full Width S;dewalks.
A number of the property owners
along Keintuelli 'avenue want the
swalkts made full width or 12 feet.
The plans and contract calls for six-
foot sidewalks, except in front r.f
the Cumberland Presbyterian church
at Kentucky and. Sixth streets and
at Backmrms on Seventh and Ken-
Mr. R. G. Terrell who owns prop-
erty between Fifth and Sixth streets
wants full width walks: also Mrs.
Fowler, Mks. Davis and Mr. John
Fisher who own property in the next
block. It * R contended that six-foot
wallas are not wide enough to ac-
commodate the nuhlic.
There is a difference of opinion in
the board' of public works on the sub-
ject. One position being that the or-
dinance and plans as adopted pre-
vails; the other contention being that
the plans are not for uniform work
and that the city has never complied
with the charter by adopting a uni-
form sidewalk and street for recon-
struction work. and that inasmuch as
twelve feet has been dedicated for
sidewalk purposes that the city has
no power to reduce sidewalks to six
feet.
NOTICE.
TO THE CYTTZENS OP PAD-
CAP, KENTUCKY:
We have completed arrangements
whereby J. L VVIINeitaeola & Co., of
Pedestal, Ky., hove iresonie the anises
of yope city for OW eelLtisraind Gem
River White Illeadhing Stone.
Anyone desiring saying ia •01111-
etery work , wndd it• well to see J.
E. Wiltiasesoo & Co., mai give this
material their comithiredea illefore
placing their order.
Vary reeneethily.
F. J. 9C1K)ILTV & 90N.
WON ITS FIGHT
FOR CHEAP GAS
nes Ltysuch is often sent up to relieve ,
her sister. When Gertrude goes and ,
Agnes comes no one can tell the
difference. Miser Agnes smiles and
says nothing when they address her
as Miss Gertrude. "We are so used'
to being taken for one another that
I do mit mind it any more," she said..
"In fa'-t, we are something like the
twins that 'Mar:- Twain' used to tell ;
about that looked 90 much alike that;
they could not tell themselves apart.'
When we were little mother used to!
tingitish „us_ Aying_pink ribbon
OD sister Gertrude and blue ribbon
around my pudgy little weist. And
one day she forgot when she was
bathing us and took off both ribbons
at the same time and mixed us un
Soo badly that even sW herself
couldn't tell us apart. She puzzled
over it for a long time and finally!
shot her eyes and grabbed up the
first one clic touched and t;ed the
pink ribbon on. So you see I really
now hether I am Agnes or
Gertrude."
. 50 CENTS INSTEAD OF
$1.50
Three Books flr the Price of One
THE LATEST AND BEST COPYRIGHT NOVELS,.
The Man Between—Amelia E. Barr's greatest Work, '`A book destined to
shal,.0 the ciercal and fashioa :14t, world to itefoundations."—Chicago
1 ribune.
The Lady Evelyn—Max Pemberton's ni:ast char:I:mg romance.
"Not a dull line in the whole book. A cl,arn '11g romance and baf-
fling mystciy."—New York World.
_The-Rock in. the Baltic--Rohert .Baersi_magniticiant novel 
"Far and' away the best work of this talented author."—St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.
Remember, the edition of the above books is limited. They can be had
only at our store and they are the regular $1.5o book&
Mark Twain at a ditmer, replying
to a toast to "The Babies," said:
"We have not all the good fortune
to be ladies. We have not all bee,
generals, or pets, or statesmen, hut
when the toast works down to 'The
Babies' we stand on common ground
for we have all been babies.
"If you go back fifty or a hundred
years to your early married life and
recontemplate your first baby you
will rememlber that he amounted to a
good deal, and even something ov
er.
He took entire command. When 
he
called for soothing syrup did 
you
venture to throw out any side re-
marks about certain services being
unbecoming an officer and a gen-
tlensan? No. You got it. When he
ordered his pap bottle and it was not
warrnidid you talk back? No. Not
you. You went to work and warmed
it. You even descended so far in
your menial office as to take a suck
at that warm, insipid stuff just to
see if it was Tight—three parts warm
water to one of milk, a touch of
sugar to modify the colic atl a drop
of peppermint to kill those immor-
tal 'hiccoughs. I can taste that stuff!"
Excursion:
St. Louis and Teunessee River Flatl-
et company—the cheapest and bee
eacursion oet of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip tolionesses river & rein
Kansas City Mayor to Sign Ordi. It is a trip of pleasure,
 comfor
nonce Granting Franchise, and rein; good service, good tobl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p m
For other iniormatiost apply to Jai
Koger, ruperintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
Kansas. City, Mo. Aug. 9.—Kansas
City won its long fight for cheap
ags when Mayor Beardsley today
promised to sign the socalled Flem-
ing-Wilson natural gas ordinance
granting a franchise to a syndicate
of Chicago capitalists and passed by
the city council last night The fran-
chise is to run for thirty years, and
it provides that as long as the sup-
ply of gas is reasonably accessible,
it is to be furnished at 25c a tom)
cithic feet for domestic consumption,
and at toe for manufacturing pur-
poses. If the natural gips supply fails,
then artificial gas is to be furnished
at ssc a 1,000 cubic feet. The city
may purchase the gas works. at any
time, providing the grantees receive
their profits for ten years.
The Kansas City. Mo., Gas Com-
pany now holds a franchise to furn-
ish gas at Stoic a t.000 feet. The
new ordinance will be signed as it
reaches the mayor, whith probablj
will be tomorrow.
Omaha has a pretty pair of twins
who are a great puzzle to all with
%Alma they come in contact in con-
nection with the business of the
Western Union Telegraph Company
by which both are employed. Miss
Gertrude Lyn-els has for some time
been in charge of the Western Union
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We are authorized to announce
. D. A. CROSS
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah: subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
20.
Friday Morning, August so, zgo6.
The Bosses of Paducah.
The refusal of one-half of the al-
dermen to permit the voters of Pa-
ducah to vote on a proposition for
bonds to enable the city' to own a
water and light plant simply means
to kill the park bonds.
When three or four men who have
taken an oath to represent the peo-
ple, deliberately refuse to let the
people express themselves on the
question of municipal ownership
there is something wrong some-
where. If the majority of the people
of this city desire municipal own-
ership they are entitled' to it, and if
they do not want it that will settle
it. The corporations and their hire-
lings may for a while deprive the
people of their constitutional rights,.
but such men only incur the con-
tempt of good citizens- who believe
in a government by the people.
It is quite aoarent to the people
that the men in the general council
who refuse to give the people a vote
on the questions are actuated by a
desire to serve the corporations of
thigeity who have the people in their
Brun.
In RIPPS:ra the few rule the many
and here in Paducah the people are
getting a dose of Russia with a venge-
ance. We do not believe that the
voters of Paducah will stand for such
outrageous conduct and knowing the
temper of the people such tactics
will bring on trouble.
The Registetddoes not believe that
the people of Paducah will ever sub-
mit tin being whipped into line by
the corporations to vote a single 'dol-
lar for -parks or other purposes until
they are given the opportunity to
settle the municipal ownership ques-
tion.
Functions of the Press.
Frequently individuals fall °la with
the newspapers and think they ought
to be suppressed, or sued every time
something is published' that does not
suit them- There is not a newspaper
in the country that utters as strong
language as the average lawyer in
addcessing a' jury, yet there are shy.-
ter* to be found who are always
fighting the newspapers. Aji investi-
gation of the matter will show every
time that newspaper has been in-
strumental in showing up such shys-
teri. in their true light or exposing
some of their crooked methods; in
publitgAffairs.
The St. Louis Republic recenty
commented on what was said from
the bench by Judge Sulzberger of
Philiaelphia, and we earnestly corn-
/1,d the remarks to our readers.4t
Republic stays:
"A PhiLadelphia judge, who . is
mentioned in the public prints as
one of the tnost astute jurists whe
have ever sat on the bench in that
city is quoted as having said sOme
very interesting things recently in
the course of instructions. given in
the members. of a grand jury.
"The idea Judge Sulzberger went
on to develop was that breaches of
a contract should he pursued by civil
action and) that any failure of pub-
1k officials to follow up such
breaches in the civil courts was a
proper subject of criticism. "Rued'
he is reported as saying, "the con-
stitntion itself recognizes a free pre..
as such critical agent." Thereupon
he proceeded to develop his views
regarding the privileges and the
ditties of the press by saying:
"A newspaper can print any-
thing, even to erroneous state-
ments. It can print anything
except malicious lies. Its function
in the government is to investi-
gate, to pry into the business of
every depaptment of the govern-
ment and to criticise wherever it
sees tit. It sometimes makes; me
out of patience with newspapers
that all do not realize their
function, and that they are virtu-
ally a part of the government. It
is their duty to find out evils
vslieTe-Yer-they- --eittst
them to the attention of the re-
sponsible authoritres. They are
the greatest safeguard against
corniption in public office.'
The scheme of several New Yorla
lawyers to get ore of the Sage heirs
to contest the will in the hopes that
Mrs. Sage would; pay- a handsome
sum to have the 'contest dropped is
list a  contemptible b
scheme and every scoundrel engaged
in it should be put in the penitent-
iary.
This country needs better protec-
tion from the shyster and scroundrel
who has a license to practice law.
They plot and scheme to get men to
institute suits against individuals,
corporations and cities with the
hope that a compromise will be ef-
fected and the money divided be-
tween them. It is alright to bring
suits when there is merit in the oast.
but where it is done for a sinister.
purpose the lawyer who counsels or
engage in such vicious practices is
more dangerous to society than the
most vicious jail bird in the coun-
try. New York has sent several
shysters to the penitentiary and it
;should follow up the good work by
indicting that low-down crowd that
now seeks todisturb the Sage will.
The Citizens Committee of Nash-
ville is raising a fund to ferret out
the frauds perpetrated in the late
election and to prosecute the offeni-
ers. It was urged by some that in-
as much as the good citizens,electzd
their candidate that the matter bs
dropped,
'Refering to this argument a mem-
ber of the Citizens' Committee is
quoted as saying: "We have won 3
great victory on a platform of law
enforc/ment. Why should we now
hesitalt to I enforce the law? Got
What we wane, indeed! Are we to be
bribed to silence by the securing of
an office? Small reason would there
be for the election of a good sheriff
if we allowed that fact to keep us
from .hunting dlown the men who
bought ballots and forged poll tax
receipts and otherwise debauched the
public suffrage to keep Davidson
count % Vern electing a sheriff who
prontAti to do his duty. "
Every time Governor Folk talks he
says something worth thinking aboul.
He proposes to ask the next legi,-
lature to pass a law prohibiting brew-
ers and distillers from owning an
interest in saloons.. This influence
;back of the saloons is responsible
for the -flagrant and vicious violations
of the law. He will also ask for the
regulation of rates charged by pub-
lic corporations, and also for cities
to own and operate the public utili-
ties. The time is at hand for a radi-
cal reform in our public method:.
In other words, for the people to
take the reins of government from
the vicious and lawless, and' to eli-
minate the corrupt corporations.
The story of....th* man in Montana
who extohates every year. and has
/tone so every year for thirty years,
may be true, but we have our doubts
about it. We have heard of the skin
peeling off, but when it comes to
shedding linger nails and toe nal s
once a year we must- draw the line.
Election Frauds.
sNasiiviile-13-anni0
The settlement of the contest for
the sheiffalty by the certification of
the commissioners of registration
does not render it less important and
neccessary that violators of the elec-
tion law shoulebe prosecuted and
punished. The dominant issue in the
recent election in this county was the
enforcement and vindication of the
laws and the success of Mr. Johns
shows that public sentiment in the
county has been. aroused to a deter-
mination to demand and insist upon
the most thorough law enforcement
possible. With this pronounced mani-
festation of the public will, it folows
that the good work should begin at
once, and there are cogent reasons
why any and all discoverable viola-
tions of the law in the recent election
should be prosecuted.
We must have honest elections.
The popular will expressed at the ba!-
:ot box is the basis and the guarantee
of our institutions. Election corrup-
tion is the basis of a myriad of evils
and the laws against such corruption
should be enforced in the interest of
society. These laws will never be en-
forced unless effort be made to dis-
cover election lawlessness and bring
it to justice.
The mistake has been constantly
made in cases of election contests, in
‘•hich election fraud has been
charged, of emphasizing she corrup-
tion and the wrongs until the contest
is settled, and then acquiescing in the
sott:ement without giving further
thought or taking further action in
regard to the election frauds. -in
this way election corruption- is en-
couraged. If those who engage in
unlawful and corrupt practices in
elections have 'immunity from punish-
ment, these unlawful practices will
be repeated -with i.npunity whenever
occasion is offered. The laws- against
clecrion frauds should be as resolute-
ly enforced as the laws against jAtm-
hIlng or any other form Of :avyless-
Madisonville Light and Water Co.
Serve Notice That Lights Go Out
IN CITY OF MADISONVILLE AFTER WEDNESDAY NIGHT
AUGUST 8—AN INTERVIEW WITH MEMBER OF COUNCIL,
IN WHICH BLAME IS LAID ON THE LIGHT COMPANY.
BUSINESS AND PRIVATE LIGHTS TO GO OUT ALIKE
WORK WILL BEGIN AT ONCE TEARING DOWN THE POLES
AND WIRES OF THE BAILEY LIGHT AND WATER COM-
PANY AND CITY WILL BE LEFT IN DARKNESS UNTIL
THE COMPLETION OF TIM NEW MUNICIPAL PLANT.
The Bailey Light and Water Com-
pany 'has issued notices to its patrons
in the following, says the Madison
ville ;Hustler, and' on and after




The election of Mc. C. D. Johns
as sheriff of Derldsion county has
been verified' by the canvass of the
return by the commissioners of reg-
istration and the issue in this regard
has been settled in accordance with
the wish and will of a majority of
the people of the county. This result
is gratifying not only to the voters
who cast their ballots for Johns, but
is satisfying 'to many who felt con-
strained by their views of the pri-
mary obligation to vote for Cart-
wright, the democratic nominee, or
who on account of that feeling of
constraint did not vote at all.
With this; signal expression of con-
fidence and strong backing of public
sentiment, M'r. Johns will enter upon
the duties of the office to which he
has' been elected with the assurance
that he will be encouraged and sus-
tained in his prcnivised endeavors to
rigidly enforce the law in every way
in his power as sheriff, and especial-
ly against the gamblers and Sunday
liquor sellers. Throughout his, ardu-
ous canvass he declared that the
sheriff, of the county could compel a
greater respect for the laws, and in
his address last night he reasserted
his determination to fulfill his cam-
paign promises.
With this announced determina-
tion by Mr. Johns to make a cruci31
test of the force and effectiveness of
the sheriff's office and powers, we
'have reason to expect a needed im-
provement in the matter of law en-
force/rant. The election of Mr. Johns
is not only an indorsement_ of him
and; his views of the duties of the
sheriff, but it is alto a notice on the
part of the Fade-abiding people of
the county to all other. (Aches of the
law that they ;than be held to strict
accountability. and that Ui
ieeteelL o co-operate wit)t
in every practicable
terest of law enforce
The public have been arc;tised and








John D. ftetelodeller it learning
tardily the important truth that cenn-
minion wkh the world is 'venrili more
than great riches. For years this
man has led a life apart from his
fellows, Naturally of a shrinking na-
ture and secretive to an termenal de-
gree. he has held aloof by means of
his mon-y. buying great estate'
wherein he coukli lock /Strati( away
Irons the sight of bis fellow men, hir-
ing guards to ke;ep the public at a
distance. riding in special trains and
on private yachts and otherwise main-
taining a distance between himself
and the ordinary rim of men. The
very exclusiveness. whetted the public
curiosity and increased the pressure.
Rockefeller made the in-stake com-
mon to marry men of his tempera-




There is a New York family now
!mending the season in the country
the head of which believes in solid
comfort for all concerned. The din-
ner rule is the most cheerful feature
of the happy day in a bungalow on
the hillside. Father, motlitri, three
young girlie and a son all bathe late
in the afternoon and appear at the
dinner table in the lightest garments.
The son, 7,is barefooted arid fes his
pyjamas.. Papa is in his pyjamas,
Pocks and slippers. The smatter girls.
and 5, are in their nitMest. The
elder "deter wears her kiincina and
mamma is draped in dainty clinging
things, carnibrics and • muslin. with
here and there a ribbon. Such non-
sense as; dressing for dinner in H'edor
is never dreamed of. If guests appear
in conventional evening clothes it is
their own fan" There is no prinking
or pomp In- company.
Strong and Great Men.
(Chicago Chronicle.)
The poet ;Holland's prayer in IRO,
"God, give us; men," was answered.
It had been answered before it was
uttered. We ;had men and they stood
'forth when the imperative call came.
We have them now and they are not
so much in obscurity as they were
were in 1856. We have stronger
greater men in the forefront now
than we had then, and there are plen-
ty more who will stand forth when
the call upon them is unmistakable.
Notice.
We very much regret to advise
you that on account of recent ordi-
nances passed by the city council calt-
ing upon us to remove our poleN and
wires from the streets of the city,
we will be unable to supply- you with
lights after Wednesday night, Aug.
a 1906, and it will be necsseary for
you to make other arrangements for
light.
Time being limited in which we
have 40 comply with the ordnances
it will be necessary for us to begin
at once.
Wie thank you very much for the
patronage you have given us in th.!
past. And very much regret that the
action of the city council prevents
us from continuing to furnish you
light longer than the stated date.
Below you will find the ordinances
to which we refer. Respectfully.
BATLEY LIGHT AND WATER
Co. I. Bailey. President.
"Mtolisnoville. Ky.. Aug. 3. 14;06.
"Bailey Light and Water Corn-
Company, City: Gentlemen—You
are hereby rflatifted that the city coun-
cil of Madisonville duly passed an
ordinance on Aug. 2. lf)06. providing
that - all contracts and age -molts
between the Bailey Light and Water
Company and- the city of rodnon-1
"Mr. Bailey has resorted to every
obstructive tactic possible to prevent
the council from proceeding with its
&sire and purpose .to in-stall a city
Ishot hat atsrat he council
desire to shut his lights until the
city ;slant' should be installed' and in
operation. The city council was will-
ing, and ;he teas so notified, 'to buy
his poles and wires at any reason-
able 'figure, but his answer vv,a.s that
he would not sell part of his line.
After the council had contracted for
part of the machinery for the city
plane, Mlr. Bailey came before them
! with a proposition to sell his' plant.
but it was then too late for the coun-
cil to negotiate with hins.
"Recently the council paid for the
machinery purchased. taking a good
and sufficient bond to protect the
city, when Mr. Bailey caused a su:t
to be instituted by John G. Morton.
and after Mr. Nconton withdrew his
name, by W. S. Thomson, to pr--
vent the council from proceeding
with the installation of a city plant
the evident purpose being to hamper
the council in their aotion and to
delay and prevent, if tangible, the
city putting in a plant of its own.
"Under the bgreement with Mr.
Bailey some three or four years ago,
when the lights were out, it was _un-
derstood that he was not to ob-
struct the city when it got ready to
put in a plant of its own, but would.
upon reasonable notice, vacate and
let the city proceed; ffith its purpose
to have a plant of its own.
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villit Ks-.. whereby said company was nivwc he etas made that he does net cOUTHERN
to furnish street lights or lighting
to said city andito receive compen-
sation therefor, which were on said
date existing, were revoked. -nd that
under said ordinance no further stun
will be paid by said city for any
lights furnished it after the date of
the adoption of said ordin ince.
"You are further notified that said
couneil at the same time passed
further ordinance providing that the
Bailey Light and Water Company be
and it is hereby reserved to remove
all its poles and wires and other
electric light fixtures from the streets
and alters of the city of \ladies-in-
s-Ole. Ky., on or before Seem. a. mod.
and that said company 1 e notified
to so remove said poles, ires and
other fixtures -from the d streets
and alleys on or before said date.
All of which you will tale notice
be governed accordingly.
"T. N. VICKERS. Mayor.
"Attest -
"JAS. L. BROWN Clerk."
This brings the electric contest to
an acute and very interesdng stage.
a. furnished by a prominent mem-
ber of the °Sty council. Under all
the circumstances a brief review of
the testimony may be of ntereet:
"In the early spring the sity coun-
cil decided' that the time had come
for the city to make ar-enstements
for a municipal light plant and pro•
ceedied to armoint a cordnittee' to
arrange .specifications and to receive
bids for the construotion of a mu-
nicipal plant.
"This committee had an interview
with Mr. T. Bailey, president and
general manager of the Bailey Light
and Water Company, and acquainted
;him with the purpose of the council.
s•atines that t''e cornm:ttee would he
glad to receive a price from him for
the sale of his plant to the city. Aft-
er giving the matter a month's co •-
sideration, Mk. Dailey' notified the
committee that his plant was not in'.
sale.
"The council, deeming this decision
upon his part final, proceeded to
draw specifications and advertise for
bids.
"Nothing further was heard from
Mk. Bailey until the night set for
the opening of the. bidi and the con-
tracts. awarded foe material for the
city plant. when Fie appeared before
the council, in the presence of the
bidders/, and asked peemiseion to
rriake.,a proposal to the city council
for the furnishing of lights+ under
private contract at a reduction. As
the council had decided that it would
be best for the city to own and op-
erate a plant, the proposition to fur-
nish lights at a reduction was not
considered.
Propose to live up to this agreement,
bet, upon the other hand', is at-
tempting to defeat the action of the
council, the council believed it to
he bad business poNcy to permit Mr.
Bailey to continue to receive a fat
revenue from the city to assist him
in hie efforts to defeat the will of
the people.
"The city council is keenly alive
.
to the inconvenience that will result
from a shutting off of the street and
private lights of she city, and to
show its good faith is perfectly will-
ing that Mir. Bailey shall continue to
furnish both street and private light.
if be will give assurance in any defi-
nite way that he will no longer at-
tempt to obstruct the installation of
the city plant. The council wants it
tinderPtOrWi that the attitude of Mr
Bailey in declining to act in /rood
faith under his agreement to vacalr
upon reasonable notice, and his evs
dent purpose to fight she c:tv to the
last elects is responsible for the pre •-
ent muddle. The council feel. ih.it
the question might as %%711 be eat
tied right now whether the cite
council can act for the city or %beta-
er the Bailey Light and Water Com-
pany chat] be supreme.
"If Mai. Bailey will show his go,..;;
faith by giving aserance that he will
not further attempt to rybstruvt and
thwart the council in its effort to
proceed with the city plant, there will
be no objections his going ahesa
and furnishing both private and
street lights up to the very minute
that the city gets its plans into op-
eration. If he is acting in good
faith he will do this, but this council
is now determined' that Mr. Bailey
shall not use the money of the pen-
pie of Madisonville longer to defeat
their will in the light rnattsr.
"So it is up to Me. Bailey whether
he puts his lights out or not, but the
conned w:shes the public to knew
ibis he is not entitled to any sympa-
thy if he eines so. All he has to do
is to stand by the agreement he made
three years ago re more not to in-
terfere with the city putting in a
plant of its own when the city got
ready to di so, and his lights can
run sight along utifirlhe----ellir plaid
is put in. Any blame or inconveni-
ence in the matter is attributable en-
tirely to his attitude in the matter
and not in the council."
Dixon Spring Party.
The following young ladies and
gentlemen of this city will leave next
Saturday for a sojourn at Dixon's
Springs for ten diys. Misses Clara
Nicholas. Mladge Daln and Emma
Mix; Melirs. Guy Lockwood and
Clarence Householder,
PADUCAH VS. DANVILLE
Aug. 10, 11, 12
AT LEAGUE PARK.
• 
GRAND STAND 3a CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS,









Also to Aaheville, Hendersonville,
Breyard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire*
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
climate, picturesque mountain scenery
and epierdid hotels.
Scut; t tent stamp for "Land ad
the see" b ,,slet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexingtoe, kv.
C. H. IIUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Genl.








We handle all the finest and &Int-
est articles with the utmost care,
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(Continued From argot Page.)
of the graft which was certain to fol-
• low.
4 ° Mr. Miller's amendment being
3 7' 0-called for it was defeated by a vote
a- °- of three to three, the yeas being-
34 6 924 IT
Paducah— ab r bh po a
Taylor, cf  4 0 1 1 o
Quigley, 2b  2 0 0 2 3
Cooper, sa ......  4 o I 3 5
Nqatzel, 3b  2 0 0 0 5
Hama lb  3 o 0 12 0
Perry, If  I 0 0 0 0
Lloyd, If  2 0 0 ' 0 0
Asher, rf .... 3400 0
Downing, c 2 0 06 o
Piatt, p  2 0 r 01
Farley, Hank and Miller.
°
I 
Ste. Miller moved for the ques-
tion of submitting to th_e__ciple the
C proposition as, to an electric light
o plant but this was also defeated by
o a vote of 4 to a, the_yeas being Think
1 and- Miller.
o, The Mayor Resents.
Mayor Yeiser took exceptions to
°. Mir. Chamblin's remarks ai to graft
in city affairs and said he had no
o such fears. -He said there was march
o graft in private life and cited the late
/ big Chicago failure. He added he
was wining to trust the people in
Totals— 25 o 3 24
Game called in eighth on
of rain.
Innings-- 1 2 A 4 5 6 7 8—RHE
Jachsonvilk .D0000104--69 0
Paducah .... 00000 co 0-0 3 4
Bases on balls—off Patrick. 4; off
Piat4, ; mirk out—by, Porick, 5; by
Platt. 1; hit by pitched ball—Wet-
zel. Piatt; left on bases—Jacloson-
ville, 6; Palcucili; 7; time of game-
1:35; umpirsaysigkersitp.
• 7:
Vincennes/. 7; nIC 3.
Danville, Ill.., Aug? 9.—The locals




Batteries: Chenault and Matteson;
Christman and Ott.
NOTES.
Thc double header was not pulled
off yesterday on account of rain.
They crossed bats for one game.
The viiators winning easily, bunching
hits on Platt, and the locals could
Jai, hit Hackett.
Something wrong, Piatt was landed
on heavy.
Chief Lloyd was compelled to quit
the game, on account of taking the
blind staggers, and is a very sick
man.
Perry play in the left fled un
til chief is able to get back in the
game.
We can't win them all!
The next three will come our way
This afternoon its Danville and the
Indians.
A very fair crowd was out to see
:he locals get a shut out tied to them
yesterday.
BROKEN ANKLE.
J. W. Wilkins, Fireman on the I. C.
Met With a Painful Accident.
•
J. W. Wilkins. of Paducah; a fire-
man on the T. C. railroad met with a
painful accident Wednesday evening
ahen getting ready to make his run
to Cairo from Paducah. He started
to get coal for his engine in the yard
when he was thrown by a jar against
a lump of coal in the gangway be-
tween the tender and engine.
right ankle was badly sprained.
but he made the trip to Cairo, and
%%hen he got ready to return hiz:
ankle was so badly swol en he was
compelled to give tot.
So on the return train Mr. Wilkins
was brought to the city and taken
to the I. C. hospital.
SCHOOL OPENS.
Seieral of the County Schools Have
Opened and Gotten Down to
Business.
County Supertaitendrin. J. M. Bil-
lington stated j,esterday morning
that one third of the county schools
Lave opened and all have good
▪ coveds the tirtirweek. He thinks
that th hook will increase in num-
her ov ast year's attendance.
Sept. Yal ington also announces
that he, .will hold his last teacher's
examiitak‘n on the lest Friday or
Saturday in the month, and also the
month examination for the state
rornial scholarship. This is given to
the one making_ the best applicant
per cent. among the t eachers. Na
applications has been received yet.
REFUSED TO INDORSE.
Leatherworkers Union Did Not Ap-
prove C. I,.. U. Resolutions.
At the meeting of the Leather-
storkers uniort Wednesday night, the
euestion of the resolutions adopted
by the Central Labor union last week
%'as brought up but the leatherwork-
crs refused to indorse the action of
the Central Body because it is con-
trary to .their laws to permit any re-
ligious or p 
theit affairs.




M. C. McDowell was arrested yes-
terday is now looleedoru for beat-
ing and bruising his wife, Nellie Mc-
Dowell. His trial will come up this
olOrtsitar /before Jitdige, Puryear hi
polio* court.
•
14 -* managing their own affairs alwaYs•
accoun° , Chamblin said he did not mean
to insinuate there was any rascality
in the conduct of the city affairs, but
said- there was no certainty there
wouldn't he if the way was made too
broad. He incidentally paid the
council and akilermen a compliment
and the mayor asked that he also in-
clude the mayor, board of ptiblic
works and other officials, but Mr.
Chamblin only smiled in reply.
Lang Park Improvement.
Mtayor Yeiser called up the action
of the lower board in voting $0000
to improve and beautify Lang park.
IMr. Farley opposed the idea think-
R H F ing it too late to do the work which
7 7 4 would be necessary.
3 5 4 Mtr. Hank also thought it too late
to do the work and also that it was
doubtful if the city could spare the
TOOTICy.
Mir. Miller favored the appropria-
tion, saying the. city could spire the
money, and that the city was prom-
i:ed help from some citizens and
also that the -heirs of .Gen. Tilghman'.
of New York. had promised the city
a $ick000 bronze statue of the ex-
Padtscaban and noted soldier.
The motion prevailed by a vote of
to 2. the nays being Hank and
Farley.
The clerk read the adieu of the
lower board to carts and pave South
Sixth street from Tennessee to _Broad
street. A motion to ratify it was
adopted by a full vote.
The action of the lower board or-
dering that the question of voting
$icio.000 for public parka be referred
to the people was ratified by a full
vote of the board.
Many minor actions of the lower
board were read and also ratified
separately. •
Committee Reports.
Mr Miller. of the figgnce COM-
future. read the committees report
to allowances, ete."-Ithliodzffis weee
allowed in a cal: of theltedi and nays.
Mr. Miller alsci read the report of
the treasurer as to receipts and dis-
bursements. The report shows a
ballance of nearly $to,000. The re-
port was received and filed.
Mr. Bell, of the ordinance com-
mittee, read several old acts for the
improvemen*s of various sidewalcs.
etc. and they were passed to second
reading or adopted.
Mr. Bell also read an actto prevent
the sinking of dry wells within the
city and it was passed to a second'
reading.
,Mr. Bell too presented the fran-
chise ordinance for a street railway
line on Nineteenth street and Guthrie
Lvemie. but, on motion, its considera
ton was deferred.
Mr. Bell read a communication
f-om the Retail Merchants asscrcia-
ton regarding electric signs upon
the streets and suggesting a revisal
of the present ordinance regarding
Signs. The communication WWI re•
ferred to ordinance committee.
A "Snag" Hit.
Mt. Bel; read a deferred act rela-
tive to ̀ improving lower Washington
street with brick and storm water
sewers. There being a question as
to the legality of tiv proposed work
after some discuss fat the act was de-
feated by a vote of 4 to 2, the yeas
being Messrs. Hank and Miller.
City Engineer Washington said the
a•-aion of the board would block
much proposed work as it had all
been laid out in connection with -the-
improvements proposed on Washing-
ton street.
This fact being made cleat Mr
Miller moved that the proposed Im-
provement be abandoned as to al!
iyork but storm sewers. This sug-
gestion caused much discussion of the
question and finally developed a solu-
tion in a reconsideration of the vote
on the ordinance and its amendment
by striking out the part calling for
work between First and Second
streets.
As amended the ordinance was
'7.25(PIC.:. hut the board-deferred its
passao for an a:Lour:led meeting 10-
trt".1.4 ••••• c • -1 •'•
some property holders for improve
proposed new sewerage district re-
icsburg. The petition was ref.* ed
to the raThance conifnittee 'for ' an
oetifrkeeping with the request.
...Street Work to Be Delayed.
A request - for' similar work in tt•!,
service. The petitions were referred.
,Tr'ITT77;
stilted in the board deciiiIng it would
Make no improvement of this char-
acter until the new sewers are com-
pleted and also that an act for gen-
eral paving of the unimproved streets
of the city should be brought in for
'adoption.
Mr. Sell, of the water committee,
read several applications for water
service. The petition was referred.
Mr. Bell also reao a notice from the
Water company as to some ordered
improvements being made. The com-
munication was received and filed.
Mr. Farley, of the fire and police
committee, read the report of Chief
of Police Colina showing fines and
forfeitures collected. The report was
t'corded and filed.
Friedman Again Turned Downs
Mr. Bell, of the license committee,
lead a.petition from Wnt Estes for
withdrawal of his application for
coffee house license and return of his
license deposit. The prayer was
Eranted.
Applications for coffee house
licenses were also read and granted.
Among these was one for Wm.
Denker, at 1043 Kentucky avenue.
ad -for J. M. Wittakee at the I. C
Hotel. Al' the votes were unani•
mou3.
Morris Freidman asked for quart
license and was refused oy a vote
of five to one, Mr. Starks alone vot-
ing yea. An effort was later made to
withdraw this application, .but the
board would not vote upon the ques-
tion:
George Denker filed application for
...aloon license at 741 Harris street
and several petitions pro and -cat
were read. The floor was also granted
Messrs. Evitts and Lally to speak
upon the matter. The vote was'
unanimous when taken upon the ap-
plication.
Remedy Demanded.
Mr. Mil'er, of the railroad com-
mittee, called up the question of fare
for children on the street railway, and
wanted to know why the complaint
was not remedied. Mr. Bell said the
railway company had consented to
remedy the matter but had not quite
done so. he therefore moved that the
mayor be asked to have the railway
company observe the law or annul
its charters. This motion was unani-
moatly adopted.
Mr. Hank of the relief committee,
presented the application of J. R.
Hooker for a return of license he had
paid as a huckster. The :aw having
been repealed the petition created a
discussion as to legality, justicd etc.,
and resulted in a Motion, made by
Mr. Miller, to. refuse to refund the
license. The motion was adopted by
4t0 2._
A like petition from J. T. Hill and
Jimmie Mosely, for return of license
paid as dairymen. was also refused.
New Business.
Mr. Bell cal'ed attention to the
condition 'of the alley leading froti
Third street. to the river, at Hus-
etinds street, and on his motion, 012
matter was referred to the street
committee.
Mr. Miller called up the costs of the
damage suits of Mark Worten against
the city and moved that the city
...olicitor be instructed to bring suit
for the costs the city has had to pay
and also for some back taxes owed
the city by said ,Worten. The motion
was adopted.
The same gentleman moved that
the sum of be appropriated for
public band Scr certs, but the motion
was defeated by a vote of to 2.
Mr. Miller suggested that Fire
Chief Woods empoy a farm hand to
cultivate the pest house grounds ani
care for the horses sent out there.
He said enough feed could be raised
in the grounds to feed the city teams NEW
and much money be saved. He made
a motion to this effect and it was
passed by a vote of 4 to 2.
Mr. Chamblin called up the ques-
tion of opening Broad street to the
Union depot, but after a discussion
of the matter action was deferred.
Oh motion, the board adjourned'
until 8 o'clock ,tonight
BUGGY UPSET.
By a Horse About Two Miles from
the City Last Night.
Wednesday evening white out driv-
ing May Davis, of the city and Dr.
Edgar Crutchfield, of Hopkinsville,
were in a runaway while out on the
Mayfield road about 8 o'clock. They
were driving along very nicely until
a rabbit ran across the road in front
'of the horse and scared him, then
he jumped and wheeled about sud-
genly and threw both the young lady
and young man out on the ground:
'gm Davis was stunned for a few
minutes, but was alright in a few
hours.
- Dr. Crutchfield was hurt very bad-
ly his collar bone being broken as
the result of the runaway. He was
near a farm house wisest the accident
ha,ppened so he went in and tele-
phoned Dr. J. R. Coleman, who im-
mediately went to their assistance.
Dr. Crutchfield Whis brought to the
riverside hosclital where he is resting
very well.
BAND CONCERT.
The Paducah Military Band
Concert Last Night
Gave
Last night the people were enter-
tained by a band concert given by the
Paducah Military Band on three
runners of. Broadway. The first was
at Third and Broadway and the third
at Fifth and !Broadway.
There was a large crowd out to
-hear them and it Was enjoyed very
Much by all who had the pleasure of
listening to the music. The band is
entitled to much credit for the man-
ner in--which they p'ay. It is thought
these concerts will be given one
trght each week.
Fisherman Dead.
W. IT.. Skaggs. a fisherman, aged
st, die-di yeszterthly morning at his
hotreboat near Sowell's mill% of
heart failure. He leaves a wife and
two children. His funeral will take
place this morning at g o'clock and
interment at Oa kGrove.
Coroner Ealcer field an inquest yes-
terday morning.
141,1" TM, 7.fr
present and enjoyed the evening very
much.
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
Entest Boyd, 'o Ida Barrett,
colored.
Lindsey Mitchelson, of Prieiceton,
to Georgia Anna Johnson, co °red,
of same place.
Dink Wilson, of Owensboro, to
Helen Ilastor, colored, of same
place.
Warren Ilicus, Jackseit,
Tviin., to Roxie Willi.nsou,(Of sr-
city.
Six O'clock Dinner.
Last evening Misses Lorena and
Lillian Beyers entertained at 6 o'eock
dinner at Wallace park in honor of
their popular guests. Misses Lura and!
Fssie Dauthitt, of Mayfield. Quite a





Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornameats, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are






AND RETURN. VIA THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21








Leave La Center   10'21 a. Li
Leeve Barlow  10:30 a. m.
Arrive Chicago  8:30 p.m.
Returning, Tickets will be good on all Regular Trains leaving Chicago
Ito and including Wednesday, August igth, except Fast Train leaving
Chicago 2:50 a. in.
Under no circumstances will a lo nger limit' be given on the return
portion of these Excursihn Tickets.
Further Particular of
J. T. DONOVAN, Ticket agent, Illinpis Central Railroad Paducah.
W. H. BRILL,
Div. Pass'r. Agent St. Louis, Mo.
A. H. HANSON. S. G. HATCH,
..Passenger Traffic Manager, CHICAGO, ILL. General Passenger Agt.
POLICE' COURT.
Jim kobinson, drunk and di,order•
ly conduct, $too and ,cost
W. C. Stanford; presmting and
flourishing pistol, dismissed.
Freeman Torian, breach oi peace
Judgment for $to and cost.
—Perry Malone, crtteity
continued until August totli.
That istanoiletwn, bleed feeling is 114c
icst sompahnsc MALAJOIA, t
Bacon's Malarial
Tenje Capsulea
Tkespec.:rf;.. popular I fah
cooss: alas too.
PC.Ce. Ckrtt, Hes Pox.
BACON'S
Try a Register want add.
MUG STORE.
Sevemilh jitekson Si Phone sop
WINDOW
PH NE.••
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BrOW4TY TO'
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE .MOT PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH'
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OP THE DAY
FOR ALL KIND S OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lee, 315 Bwavi
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYLIICO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they east • are yoa
money, and take your old wheel in exchange WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITHD NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any :staler of wheel. Raper"
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
Don Gilbert
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and :hese beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one conic all .and hear his ramie at 0o6 S. 4th-
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from $zo to $too put within the reach of the poor as well as tbe
wealthy. Remember that these machine& are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8ia, aac, zo in. 6oc. fa in.
$1.00.
We have high clars operatic records from $Loo. $a.00, $3.00,
$5.00. All the latest leadi ng opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasernbrich, Car ause and Sot:rate and Goners and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so y ou can see that it is perfect. ,We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We dent give
eiscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needed, and we will repair your b rotten machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explain ing the IneLtiantsm or your :e.ono-
phone.. I have 500 new and latest music fram ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to to p. m.. No p ieces twice and we play
from 75 to TOO pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonopbono
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO
THE TACKING MACHINE MAN OF P.- kire41 and &sit your
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paducah. Ky.
POPE STRIKES
AT LIQUOR
GRAN i S iewULs1NCES TO
MEMBERS OF TOTAL AB-
STINENCE UNION.
•
Letter From The Head of The
Church Read at Annual Session
Of Union.
Providenre, R -I.. Atig. 9.—A letter
the pope was read at the open-
ing session of the Catholic Total Ab-
stinence Union of America today in
-which the pontiff expressed the hope
that all mehib, TS of the Catholic
-church wil be Zlome total abstainer3
and as an encouragement granted
several indulgences.
The. letter said in part: "We desire
tc encourage the efforts of the union
by a tender of spiritual gifts and for
this reason we confirm the privileges
accorded the union by Leo XIII of
happy memory and grant especially
these which follow:
"A plenary indulgence on the usual
conditfons to each member on the
vomiversary of his admission, further-
more, those who join the union in the
future -may gain the same grace oil
the day of their admission.
Indulgences Are Grinted.
"To all present or attire members
grant a plenary -indulgence at thc
hour of death, provided they have
-confessed and received the ho:y
vucharist, or if this be impossible.
provided they invoke the name of
_Jesus.
"A plenary indulgence likewise on
the principal feast day of the union
in all present and future members
provided they observe the due con-
eitions.
"An indulgence also of seven years
and seven times forty days to present
ztnd future members of the five days
in the year, provided each one visits
ins parish church and prays for the
intention of the sovereign pontiff.
"We permit all these indulgence;
to be applied as suffrages to the soul.:
in purgatory. It is our hope that by
conferring such abundant favor l not
.only bishops, priests and men of re-
ligious orders, but also the rest of
the faithful may resolve to bear
witness to their regard for the union
and become members of it."
Membership I• 100.000.
The national convention of the
union began today when a majority
of the 800 delegates assembled in
Music hall for the formal opening
exercises. The +legates represent
a membership of about too,000 in the
United States and they are headed by
Bishop J. F. R. Canevin of Pittsburg,
Pa., as president.
Prior to the formal opening of tht
-convention a solemn pontifical mass
was celebrated at the cathedral by
}:shop Matthew Harkins of the
Providence diocese. Rev. Walter
SI7anley of Danbury preached the ser-
anon in the absence of Rev. James E.
Cleary of Ittinnesota, who was un
avoidably absent.
Canevin Deprecates Drink.'
Letters of regret were read from
absent prelates from different parts
elf the country, inc•uding Cardinal
'Gibbons of Baltimore and Arch-
'bishops John Ireland of St. Paul and
P. J. Ryan of Philadelphia.
In his annual address the president.
Bishop Canevin said: "The church
lias often had to mourn the disgrace
and misery of Catholics debased and
reined by intemperance. It has been
and 0111 is a public and open enemy
AA the church and society."
The population of the United
'States i estimated to be eight-frve
millions, and only twenty-one mil-





Will be keenly ttrrpreciate.1
after a trip' by people who suf-
fer from headarbes--severe or
mild, occasional or cisroniz.
They never fail te
GIVE QUMIC
RELIEF.






MRS. MARY A. WADE.
Died At Her Home At Palma, Mar-
shall County, Wednesday
l/lorning.
Mrs. Mary A. Wade, died at her
home in Palma, Ky., Wednesday
morning after being in fairing health
tor several wcyks.
The cause of her death was general
debility. Mrs. Wade was well known
in Paducah and all over McCracken
euAtitt-y- and -chi.- -was liked by every
one who knew her. She was a good
Christian womt,n and an earnest
worker in the cl urch. She was about
the oldest lady i.t Marshall county.
She IS survi've-i by one daughter.
Miss Anna V. Wade of Palma, Ky.,
Ptid too greatgrand children, one
grand daughter Mrs. Lietia Lewis, and
one grandson Mr. Fred Wade, of this
city.
l'he funeral took place at the resi-
(Imre yesterday morning at to 0-eloc1l
and the remains xere laid to rest in
the family bury'. -:round at Palnia,
Ky.
AGED SUITOR ENDS HIS LIFE
Man of Ninety-Five Commits Suicide
When Girl Refused to Marry Him.
Manitowoc, Wis., Aug. 9.—Failure
to win the love and hand of a twen-
ty-year-old girl, plunged Alois Tur-
kinsky, this county, into such a state
of cle-spondency that he took his own
life. Turkinsky was ninety-five years
old. The girl whom tie sought for a
wife was Anna Kirch, a neighbor's
da:•ghter. When to'd that she would
not be. His bride he crept unobserved
to a garret, where he hanged himself
He leaves one son, with whom he
had his home and two daughters.
His children, as well as the parents
of the girl, were leagued together to
prevent his marriage, and it was
their ridicule which bid the girl to
rf•fuse the old man's love.
PREPARING TO DELVE
FOR DIAMONDS
Company Has Placed Siz000 Worth
of Machinery In Elliott County.
Ashland, Ky., Aug. el.—Taylor
Warnock, superintendent of the Ken-
tucky Diamond Mining company, was
here today en route to EFiott county,
where his company has installed
$.12,000 worth of diamond mining ma-
chinery for the purpose of developing
this field. Mr. Warnock was accom-
panied by John Bahner, Gilbert Stew-
art, Max Lehman and John Flood
:tockholders of the company from
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Strange Sensation Pelt by Little Boy.
Tullahoma. Tenn., Aug. 9.—The
Allman youth who was run over by
a train on the four-mile grade be-
tween Tullahoma and Normanally
and who right le,g was amputated
Saturday afternoon. suffered great
pain until late Sunday evening. Th,
little fellow is only about 13 years
of age, and stood the shock Of the
surgical operation vaith great nerve,
but after amputation of the limb he
experienced much pain—a sensation
that his toes were being cramped
and that there was something be-
tween his toes which gave him great
pain. 'So great was tile pain and so
importunate was his pleading for re-
lief that it was finaly decided to ex-
it/row the amputated, foot, which hid
been buried near the place where the
accident occurred. Upon investiga-
tion it was found that the toes on
the foot were pressed downward and
under in a most cramped position by
a cloth binding in which the mem-
her bad been wrapped, anid there was
a vrnall piece of cinder between two
of the toes. The toes were straight-
ened out, the foreign matter removed
and the disconnected pedal extrem-
ity reinterred, since which time the
patient has been resting entirely
easy Now, the question that is
pirzfling the minds of those who
have been watching the case is. what
connection could- there be between




O'Neill, Neb., Aug. 9.—Aftcr elud-
ing; officers- -two- year*: P. Flaggeity.
the aged president of the Elkhorn
\ ;trey Bank of this place, which
failed in 1904. has. been arrested in















NOT MANY APPLICATIONS LT
ELECTION TIME.
The Sort of Dien Who Are in Evi-
dence at the Government En-
listing Office and Their
Number.
"Recruiting?" The keen-eyed majot
who has charge of the recruiting office
on Third avenue swung around in hie
swivel chair. "This is the dull sea-
son for recruiting. There Is no other
time a khe year when there are so few
enlistments."
"For what reason? Oh, the election,
think. The men can get mere work
snd better pay outside just now, so
they are not so anxious to join the
army."
"Then it isn't always patriotism
that makes them enlist?"
The kindly faced officer &wok kis
head, relates the New York Times.
"No. Sometimes It's because they're
out of work and hard up. Others join
the army through love of adventure,
but there are some," the fighting
man's blue eyes kindled; "there are
some who join for love of country."
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
1ooked 'nearer 17 than 20, entered the
room. He had passed the physical
examination and safely run the gan-
let of the other departments and had
at last reached the anal court. The
recruiting officer looked the boy over
with a military keenness that was no:
unkindly.
"Your age" he asked, in a brisk
tone.
"Twenty-one," answered the boy.
"Will your parents certify to that?"
"I have none," sad the youth, stead-
ily, but with a nervous fingering of his
soft hat. "I'm an orphan."
The officer asked him several other
questions and brought the interview
to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you in to-day," he said,
and as the boy's face clouded, he add-
ed: "Bring certifications as to yoar
wee and character and a recommenda-
qon from the last man for whom you
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
enlist you to-morrow."
"It's his age," explained the major.
"He doesn't look anywhere near 21."
"But can't boys of 18 enlist?"
'Certainly, but not without their
parents' consent. They have to bring
papers from their parents and letter.,
of recommendation before we'll take
them."
"And married men?"
"Generally speaking, in times of
fvetee they're oarred. Unless the colo
ad of some regiment is willing to take
a married man it is against the regu.
lations to enlist him. You understand
there's no provision made by the gov
ernment for the support of the fam-
ilies of soldiers. The men cannot live
with their families, and it is out ol
the question to move them about the
country, so the benedicts are practic-
ally barred from the ranks.
"Yes, indeed, they sometimes slip
In. They desert their wives, and
think they can escape in that way.
And some of them. If they get tired of
army life, or think they are in any
danger, resurrect their wives, as it
were, and use them as an excuse for
...heir discharge from the service.
Then the' am dishonorably Ms
charged for having enlisted by fraud.
"Most of the applicants prefer the
infantry ar.d artillery to the cavalry
because there is much less work ie
the first two. A cavalryman has to.
take care of his horse as well as hie
equipments; he has the work of the
infantryman and about as much again.
On the field, when camp is pitched.
he has to look out for his horse before
he can attend to his own wants. The
artillery offers the most advantages.
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most of
the artillery is.
"On an average 1.1 this office we
have from 1.200 to 1,::00 enlistments a
ybar. For the past few years San
Francisco has broken the record for
enlistments, but that is because there
are more reenlistments there than
anywhere else. All the soldiers
brought back from the Philippines
land in San Francisco, and the great
number of those who again enter the
army enlist in the western city."
Turtlein the Nall
When the last western poach was
brought from the railroad station at
Paterson and dumped on the distribut-
ing table at the post office a huge snap-
ping turtle walked out of the pouch and
seated itself on top of the pile of mail.
It then made its way to the stamp de-
partment. The- turtle had enough
stamps on its back to take it to its desti-
nation, but the paper containing the ad-
dress ha! teen 102t in trarsit. Under
the rai:.'s c! the (1-rertroent the turtle.
will be sent to the dead-letter office un-
less the sender can be found, and will
forward enough stamps to cover its
shipment bach. Meanwhile, the car-
riers' association has adopted the turtle,
and. despite the department rules,
talks hopefully of being able to relegate
the turtle to the soup-pot.—Newark
News.
Everything Accepted.
"You seem to think a good deal of
that man."
"Well, I ought to," admitted the youbg
author. "He's the only person who
never rejects my contributions."
"Ah, editor, eh?"
'No; he passes the plate at cm,.
ehurch."—Pittsburg Post.
Meet Discarded.
In Uruguay, until within a few years,
the sale of hides was the only part of the
DESERVFD TO BE KILLED.
Mia irtio itiftd• Too 'Many Points
Game of Seven-Up Rightly
Treated.
"Not long since," remarked CoL
M. Johnston, of Houston, relates the
Washington Post, "a Texas negro was
op before a magistrate fcr aggravated
insult. He had battered a fellow Sews-
gambian to such an extent that the lat-
ter had to be sent to the hospital for
repairs.
"The trouble arose fifer a game of
cards and the man who lost his money
was the defendant in the courtroom.
" 'Have you anything to say In your
swn behalf r inquired the justice.
" 'Will yo' honer, sur, 'low me to ax
you jes one question?' replied the de-
fendanL
" 'Go on,' 'aid his honor.
"'I begs you. pardon, judge, and I
ion% mean no imperdence, but does
you understan' de game uf sebben up?'
"'That has nothing to do with this
ease so far as I can see, but ge on,
teliow, with your tale. I do under-
stand it.'
" 'Well, sur, me an' dis nigger wuz
er playin' eeLben up, an' I wuz six to his
two. It was my deal, judge, and he
begged. I looks at my han' an'
(remember I wuz six to his two) I
seed the jack, de ten and de trey, so
ob cose I gives, which puts him three.
De fust cyard dis coon leads at me,
Judge, was de ace of trumps, an' I puts
down my trey. Den next he leads de
king, an' I gives him my ten 'spot
t3ure as you born, dat rascal playa out
de queen and ketches up my jack,
which wuz sholy bad, but at de ;rue
he flings down de deuce, an' at dat
I couldn't keep still any longer, judge
and I riz up an' fetched him er lick
tat knocked him eat I hopes jar
hoeor'll be easy on me.'
—The prisoner stands discharged.'
qmoth the magistrate. "Any man who
makes high, low, jack, gift and the
game In one hand deserves to be
killed."
TOO MANY HAD REMEDIES.
And None of Them Were Any Good
fcr the Man Who Was
Bleeding.
GOOD MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line ctI
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinlding Sled,
obc., studious grades and various pokes.
Mahe year aidialsber keep down the dust.
ISMS akomm star.
.Hamian
20 gene FoUrd3 et.,"DS IllisetuthY Avenue.
Insurance
U.00POR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
4
Abram L Well &
Ounpbeil Building. Bothrhones 3610
A laboring man, with dinner pall be-
ride him, sat on the curb at Fifth av-
enue and Madison street the other
rcorreing, relates the Chicago Inter
Ocean. lie was bleeding from the nos..
and a crowd of oympathizere stood
around. There was a crimson pool .1
00 small size between his feet, end •
couple of newsboys had suspended
business hoping the patrol wagIn
would be called. "He's bleedin' to
dc't', sure," said one of the kids Some
hystander suggested that a cold key
down the back would stop the bleed-
ing, but no one had a key to spare.
'Why don't he press the vein under
the cheek bones?" said another. Then
tame a little man whose age and dress ;
suogeated knowledge. "Get a piece of ,
ice and put it at the back of his neck."
wait his remedy. "Sure," sald a boy,
who quickly returned with the ice
The crowd parted to let the little man
reach the sufferer. He dapped the ice
ea the patient's neck. The lee slipped
and disappeared inside M. Nosebleed's
emeterwear. TLere was an immediate
traarformatioa. "Get out of bore
aid lets' me alone," he shoaled.
and as he erase, with blood on his
clothes as wdl as le his 013011, the growd
including the little man, retreated
Jost thee the patrol wagon came and
took the mat. to • hespital. "Me
eondition was serious," said the sur-
geon. "Overheat in the turns°, room
where he worked calmed the hemor-
rhage. Don't monkey with noes him&
lee."
SERMONS FROM PEOPLE.
Mime Zesty Ward Member Pot Ma.
%trial fen. Many at Xis
Dineen:raw
Wherevee he went, Soothe.. As.
Untied km is study of lite through Or
serwation. Nothing else was half so
Istoreating. writes Orison Swett Mar.
dm, is Samos blaketz Ise- To him
man was the grCateat study In the
world. To read human nature, to
place the right values upon men, to
emphasise the right thing in them, to
be able to discriminate between the
gemlike and the false, to be able to
pierce their masks and read the real
man or woman behind them, was an
sitooraplishment wish* he regarded as
oge of a clergyman's greatest weapons.
'Are Prof. Agasela, who could see
Wonders in the seal. of a nail or a
wog_ of mac Beecher alioM& an
eye like the aloes of a mieriesocipa,
which reveals marvels of beauty in
the dress and •••=t0013 Wefts It had
p. neagirityLlag power whieb sees the
aoracnious and beaetilul in the coal-
znotiplate. He email see beanty and
kormorly where ethane only saw ugli-
ness lei Masora, because he read the
kidifee meaning in *things. Like
he amid see the marvelous
philnsopher, the Divine plan, In the
lowliest object. He could feel the
*Irina presence in all created things.
Wanted Money All the Time.
A negro was complaining that ale
wtte kept asking him for money. "It is
• dellab, a fifty or eben a quatah. H
Is money, money all of the time," he said.
"What does she do with all of the
money?" asked an innocent bystander.
"Don't know," was the reply; "halal
aebber gib her none jrit."
An Aspiration.
'Why do you went to become Hear
"Well," said the somewhat cynteal
person, "I'd like to have the income-andcattle ineustrv filer yielded ary mote leisure ihtt "moil r trtnit rie to lecturethe meat he'..ng mostly dicta tied aa sit people op the ucia!ty Iw
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THRONE OF THE CAESARS.
Thought to Have Been Found by TM-
cavators in the Ancient
Ruins.
The official Roman director of exca-
vations thinks he has discovered ths
throne of the ancient Caesars, reports
the New York Times. The present ma-
jesty, ruling from the seven Mlle, haa
been to see it, and la seemingly not un-
willing to admit its pretensions. The
only description of this imperial seat
so far given is that its covering or
ceiling is ornameoted with beautiful
small squares of stucco. It is a raised
dais standing near the chasm of Mar-
cus Curtius, of all the gorges which
wrinale the surface of the earth the
Most renowned in human story.
Voltaire remarked that a throne was
a composition of boards and velvet,
giving thus a Sign of  its generally
MerettriciOus—a—nUtranalent character.
That of the Caesars, however, stands
In history for solidity and ought to be
In its elements as enduring as marble
or adamant. Probably we shall hear
all about it one of these days, and per.
lave some American millionaire will
try to import it and give It a place
among his artistic treasures.
Lorenzo the Magnificent proposed Is
bring the Holy Sepulcher from Jerusa-
lem and set it up as a detail of the
Menicean tomb, still the proudest of
Florentine decorations. Bringing hith-
er the Caeaars' throne would hardly be
a more ambitious exploit. though Rome
may be expected to battle against the
one as Jerusalem did, and successfully,
against the other.
First and last, no doubt, the line of
the Caesar, sat on innumerable
benches of pride, tb.e luster from them
only second to that of "the living
throne; the sapphire blaze." The im
perial suggestum upeartbed by Prof.
Boni In the Forum is but one ol
these, as Britain's royal chair, going
back more or lees authentically to the
times of kifred. and ettil preserved, is
not the only one which the line of
British sovereignty has pressed by a
good many. A single IndutitaLle seat
which had received the crowned Caes-
ars, one after another, from Octavius
to the ending of the line, would be a
trophy to accumulate upon It Use glow
of history till all its clan courts and
aisles vote flooded with its radiance.
CORN AT THREE DOLLARS.
Under the Clever Manipulation of
Wenten It Brought That
Prim.
tip In Pike county, Missouri. where
the me tiara ever gallant and the wo-
men fair and full of sweet charity, a
band of modern Ruths has set a new
record price for corn, and incidentally
added to the coffers of the poor, reports
the St. Louis Republic.
It was in 1Frankford that the price
of corn rose to three dollars a bustle)
ander the clever manipulation of sev-
eral chanitabie women, who sold their
gleanings in the public square for the
cause of c har ft y
The women of the Cumberland Pres-
byterian church of Frankford last week
set about to raise monc,y for the poi,
of their city. Messrs. M. J. and II. W.
Jones offered them a load of corn from
their farm, lust outside the city, pro.
vision they would go into the field.
gather the ears and husk the grain
themselves.
The women gladly aeeepord the off*
and, prof:tearing a farm v4n and a spas
of husky Missouri rout( s, set about
their task.
Ten women, each providing herself
with a lunch, set out one morning late-
ly at nine o'clocok, leaving Frankford
and driving out to th.! Jones farm
.1 Driving Into the field they started to
work, and by half-past two that after
Moon had husked enough to fill the
wagon to overflowing.
Then, after a hasty bite of lunch.
they commenced the return trip to
Frankford, driving into Main street,
where they auctioned off the grain.
Standing In the public square is
front of her husband's bank, Mrs. S. vv.
Jones sold the corn to the highest bid-
ders. When the 31 bushels had been
mold there was 270 in "vv. nazds of the
gleaners for the poor.
It was a good pr,ce. even for Missouri
torn to have brought, but it was not
• enowh, and many of the gallant
purcbaarrs donated their cereal pur-
chases to be resold.
Then the auction began over again,
and vitrn the last bushel bad been re-
&d there was an additional 220.50 for
the poer, the 31 bushels having brought
a total Oleo of $90.60.
Grades of Society.
'Mrs. Multy is not in Mrs. Billynns
get at alt."
"What's the difference between
.them?"
"Mrs. 131117005 says the Multys art
not In such genteel business as them
Set Vet."
"Both made their money with tie,
game commodity."
"Yea but with a dtffeernce. The
hfultys dealt in erode petroleum whila
the Billyuns made their pile in retinae
oil."—Baltimore American.
Hopeless.
The Last Man stood disconsolate.
"I don't care if school keeps or not,"
he lamented. "Hasn't every girl sines
the beginning of time said she wouldn't
marry me?"
Herewith he dismally wafted for the
anal bust up.—N. Y. Sun.
Taking No Risks.
! "'De kunnel give you dem a hooter
"Yee—en IT *Inter put 'em on de
Stops now."
"What far?"
"Ter steam de snakes out er
Atlanta Constltatina. _
THE LAKE OF SACRIFICE.
Louisiana Body of Water About
Which There Is an Indian
Legend.
Lake Ca-ta-ou-la, the sacred lake of
the Indiana, lies ensconced, as it were,
In the deep solitude of the forest
which skirts the Attakapas prairie on
the east side of the Teche at about
nine tales front the town of St. Mar-
tinville_ The beauty of its scenery
and its picturesque landscapes have
probably no equal in the state, says
the New Orleans States. Its waters
have the transparency of crystal, and
Its depth averages from 90 to 100
Net.
The word Ca-ta-ou-la means the lake
of sacrifice. The following legend, as
dramatic and tragical as the Biblical
narrative of the death of Jephthah's
daughter, gives us the origin of that 
nama
The Tetimetchec Indians, belie
threatened with dire calamity, the na-
ture of which we know not, their
prayermen consulted their oracles, and
were informed that to propitiate the
great Man itou and to avert the calanal-
'y a fair maiden of the tribe was to
be sacrificed to the cruel god and her
60tal drowned In the plaeid waters of
Lake Ca-ta-cu-la.
T11,1 beautiful At-ta-la, the fair
daughter of the chief, offered herself
as a willing victim to propitiate the
Great Spirit
Dressed in all the finery and pter-
turesqueness of apparel of an Indian
prlaceas, she repaired to the lake in
whose waters she was to find a watery
grave, followed by the weeping maid-
ens and the stern warriors of the
tribe.
She glided in her light canoe on the
waters of the lake until she bad
reaelted the middle of the stream, and
with her eyes upraised and hands ex-
tended toward the heavenly mansion
ot the great Maniton, she offered him
her youth and her life blood as a
ea/siege to propitiate him and to
'Reeve the ealamtby that threatened tier
people.
With radiant smile she then turned
tewasd the shore of the lake where
hnelt the weeping maidens. She waved
her hand gently to them. bidding them
an eternal adieu, and plunged into its
waters, to be seen no more.
Bupersithous persons aseert that
even to this day in times of great
calamity and misfortune, when the
moon spans the sky and shines serene
in the high heavens, streaking with
silvery fringe the gentle ripples of
the lake, a shadowy form is seen gild
.ng an its waters in a light canoe, with
hands extended heavenward, and they
any that all at onee, uttering a will
end unearthly shriek, the shadowy
form plunges Iffeedlong into the waters
and disappears. while the terror-stricte-
st.: denizens of the forest answer the
shrieks with bowls and lugubrious hoot-
ing..
From that time Lake Ca-ta-on-la be
tame the sacred lake of the Indians,
and every year they repaired to this
spot to propitiate the great leanitou
oith their offerings and sacrifices. Into
its crystalline waters they plunged
themselves to get cleansed of their
moral and physical impurities; into its
sacred waters they dipped their amu-
lets sad arrows to avert approaching
calamities and to protect themselves
goatee. the devices of the evil spie.
Lie who could not make this yearly
y agrenage felt despondent and un-
happy, and his inability to follow the
others in the saintly journey boded
tom no good
If while performing his immersion
in the lake one should happen ta
eroven, his memory was execrated, and
his death ass eossidered the judg-
ment of the great Manitou as an atone-
ment for th.! erttnes eomnaitted by
The lake is still called Ca-tit-on-la.
the lake of sacrifice, but the great
Manitott, like his Indian worshiper.
is new a thing of the past.
Frost Manes Fat Turkeys.
"Cold weather makes fat turkeys,'
said else poulterer.
"Because in a warm fall the ground
keeps eon, the vegetation lingers on
and (be- fields are full of worms and
bugs. What's the rerun? The result
Is that the turkeys, from sunrise till
iarie tramp the tempting fields on long
foresee, eating the worms and bugs
which thin (hem, an 'stalking itX thell
soft asd fine flesh Into tough, string)
muscle.
"A cold fall, with early frosts and
snows, itseentes the ground and kills
the begs." the turkeys are not
tempted to wander. They loaf in the
Carrayird, gorge an abundance of
grata, and put on flesh like a middle-
aged woman at a seashore hotel
"gat ie a warm fail, hunting the It-
res.intible bug, the turkeys do then* lb
or 24 mikes regularly. and become stir-
tete.. For athletic turkeys there is no
roulette demand."
The Lawyer.
Now, guess who it is that takes an
asth "whereby he invokes God's help
that be may do no falsehood nor con-
tent to the doing of any in court; that
te mey not wittingly or willingly pro-
)ote or sue any fa Re. groondiess or
eiee t-•! • e. eeee 91,1, or ren-
• . f n •••••• • • hit rta +
t IV?t o
pt..; hi :
. • - ot,
tett you e "foe wo e,- repel te in
%foetid. It is the lawyer.—Kansas City
napes
Not in That Case.
He—Do you believe that if we Dar-
ren gives another a pair of scissors
Pt will cut their friendship?
She—Not If It's a niee little pair of




FRANKLIN WAS HONORED. RUSSIAN GHOST STORIES.
The Famous American Philosopher/
Was the Rage of the French
Court.
Franklin became the fashion of the
season. For the court itself dabbled
a little in liberal ideas, wrote Iola
Hay, in "Franklin in France" in, Celt
tarp---Bo-- powerful was the vast Im-
pulse of free thought that then Indy,
enced the mind of France—that sue
ceptible French mind that always an
ewers like the wind harp to the breath
of every true human aspiration—that
even the highest classes had caught
the infection of liberalism. They
handled the momentous words Liberty
and Human Rights in their dainty
way, as if they were only a new game
/or their amusement, not knowing
what was to them the terrible import
of those words. It became very much
the accepted thing at court to rave
about Franklin. The young sad love-
ly queen, Marie Antoinette, was most
winning and gracious toward him.
The languid courtiers crammed
natural science to talk with him. The
small wits who knew a little Greek
called him Solon and Aristides and
Phocion.
It Is sad to think of the utter un-
consciousness of these amiable aristo-
crats. They never dreamed that this
man Franklin was • portent and a
prophet to them. Ha was incarnate
democracy, and they petted him.
They never imagined that in showering
their good-natured homage upon this
austere republican they were sowing
the wind which would ripen in an ate
rut harvest of whirlwinds. Latar,
when the whirlwinds had hardly got
beyond the frisky stage of their de.
velopment, the queen lamented bitter
ly the folly of them ovations to the
great democrat. There was one saga-
cious bead that was wisely shakes
over these indiscretions while they
lasted. Joseph II., emperor of Atue
tea, brother to the queen, whc was
In Paris on his travels, and who was
as much of a democrat himself as an
emperor can be, when his sister re-
buked his coolness on the American
question, replied: "Maim, the trade
I live by is that of a royalist"
Court incense could not turn the
philosophic head any more than the
loud acclaim of the people. When
Franklin found himself the honored
guest of royalty, his thoughts reverted
to those faraway days of his boyhood
when his father used to quote to him
In the old candle shop at Boston, the
words of the wise man, "Seest thou a
man diligent in his business? He shall
stand before kings." The old sage
heard the tcho of that paternal voice
resounding over half a century, sod a
new and strange light as of prophecy
fulfillete Illumined the immortal
words. Surely no man ever lived more
diligent in his besiness. Surely no
man ever stood, with more of the in
nate dignity of upright manhood, be
fore kings.
FFWER BROADWAY SWELLS.
New York Tillor Tells Why Good
Clothes Are Not So Often
Seen.
"There are fewer well dreesed met
In Bre eelway at the present time than
have known for several years," sale
an upto--e tailor, repar:s the Sua. "A:
the earne time there are more well
dressed men in N. w Ycrk now that
ever. b. cause thin, are raore ne n her,
than ever, but the good dreioers al.
n it on street parade.
"You find them et the clubs, at tit(
places of amuserncet. The day of tie
Broadway deafly has passee. though
if you doebt this take a siren througr
Broadway on any afterdoon when tht
weather mar has made good on hl
forecast fer fair waaher.
"At the time when 'Broadway had
the reputatian et chewing off mon
wail dressed men than any other cio
In this country there was more leisure
in New York, The New Yorker of to
day is too much engrossed with his
business to idle tr. front ot the hotel§
or on the corners.
"When he is at. business he appear
IS busieese attire. When he quits
business he dieappcans from the stree
an comes out in proper attire else
weere later le the day.
"Another .easoa why you notice
fewer of the well dressed now that
formerly is that the turnout in thf
street Is more mixed. We have men
trim all parts of the country. They
are var.ouely arrayed. Every style is
seen, and in the crush the well dressed
man is not as conspicuous as he used
to he
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off so many
of the properly attired the good dress-
ers had it ell their own way. In that
day one could get the styles by watch-
ing the procession."
No Danger.
"Now, Mr. Neweome," the vestry-
man, who wisa.Idedly low "church,"
said to tha_ rector, "there's one
thing we demand of our rector; there
must be no surplice here—"
"Surplus?" interrupted the Rev. Mr
Neweome, "there's to daneer of that
on the salary you pay.' —k'bilatielphis
mit
Murder Revealed by Spirit Visitant
and a Strange Warning
of Death.
In a certain town in the province of
Minsk, West Russia, a peasant sudden
ly disappeared. He was last seen alive
leaving the church and going home to
his sister, with whom he livederelates
an exchange.
One day, in a dream, his sister saw
her brother. He looked pale, his eyes
were closed, and his legs were broken.
He told her that he had been mur-
dered by her husband and his brothers.
He mentioned the exact date and place
of the deed, and added that his body
was put into a sack and thrown Into the
river. He wanted her to find his body
and have it buried in the family grave.
The dream was repeated several
Limes. and at last the sister sought the
advice of her aged father-In-law. els
told her that it would be difficult to find
the body, and if the culprits were
brought to Justice her children would be
left orphans; so, after consideration,
the sister gave the matter up.
But her brother's spirit would not
rest, and appeared in a dream in the
above manner to a friend of his. Soon
the news spread to the local authorities.
who took the matter up. The river was
searched, and the body was found in the
exact spot indicated.
This discovery had such an effect on
the murderers that they at once con-
fessed. They gave all details of the
crime—how, after service, they took him
to a mill where they all dined, and on
leaving for home they attacked their
victim. Finding that the sack was too
small, they cut off the legs, tied a stone
to his neck, and threw him in the river.
The above is certified to be perfectly ac-
curate by the local authorities.
A Russian paper relates the following
as naving occurred In an officer's family
at the time of an outbreak of cholera.
The eldest son was in an office Ins town
nearly 200 miles from his home.
One morning the family were visited
by an undertaker, who said he had re-
ceived orders from a person, whom he
described, to make a coffin for their efti-
est son The father replied that the son
was far away, and that all the family
were alive and well.
Directly afterward a message came
that the eldest son had died of cholera
at the same time that his exact sim-
ilitude bad been seen by the under-
taker.
HOW TO FIND BEE TREE,
Hunters Have • Simple Method
Which Is Almost Invariably
Successful.
Some bee hunters simply put outs bit
of honeycomb, or even trickles of honey
on a clean chip, never resorting to the
pungency of scorched wax. And theee
are apt to mark their bees with sprinkles
of flour in order to trace their flight.
Whatever the bait, says the Country
Calendar, it is set on a stump, or stone,
or fallen tree, in some open glade of
deep woods. As certainly as the woods
hold even one bee tree, there will soon
be a dozen bees sucking with all their
might. The bee hunter, stock still
watches them narrowly, aiming always
to sprinkle those that come first, since
he knows they are from the nearest
11,11TM.
Commonly he follows the eaViest bee
at its first rise. If he loses it he goes
back for another. He may wait to see
half a dozen take night from their lines,
making up his mind as to the bee tree's
probable direction. If all of them take
one course he has plain sailing—it is
only a matter of following that course.
keeping his eyes and ears the while very
wide open. If there are crossffights,
bees scattering in all directions, the
thing to do is to follow the best marked
line home, if possible in the wake of a
laden bee, and put out fresh bait for the
others upon another day.
Following • laden bee is not so easy
The spiral rise le confusing—but a mas-
ter bee-hunter is apt to be hawkeyed
He watches the black mounting speck
until It strikes line, then runs along its
line, knowing well it will go straight to
within a few feet of the hive. At the
home portal there may be a slight
swerve, even a lighting upon twigs or
the trunk itself before crawling in home
The entrance may be a knothole, or an
innocent looking crack or seam. What-
ever it is, it is apt to show a faint yel-
low-brown stain, got from the passing
In and out of so many bees, wax and
honey laden.
Had Sailed on Soup.
An old captain and huT mate, feeling
hungry, the other afternoon went into a
restaurant on the water front and or-
dere.' dinner. The waiter, with confetti-
erai.le flourish, placed a plate of thin.
watery looking liquid before each of
them.
"Say, young fellow, what's this stuff?"
shouted the captain, gazing in amaze-
ment at the concoction under his nose,
"Soup, sir." replied the waiter.
"Soup?" shouted the old sea dog.
"Soup! Bill" (turning to the mate),
"just think of that! Here you and me
halos been sailing on 61101 our lives
an' never knower] it til ."—Wasn-
ington Life.
Expert Testimony.
Higgins—Do you know anything
about young Borrow's ability as a book-
keeper?
Diggsby—Sure thing. I loaned him
a copy of Shakespesre more than a year
ego and he has kept it ever since.—Chi-
cago Daily News.
Are They All HereP
Bacon—The lyre used to be very com-
mon in Europe. but now they say you
can't find any of them there.
Egbe're-Yes; I beileve our emigra-
tion lee q hese been altogether too lax
Yoc ke: e Statesman.
HELEN JASPER.
SY FRANK EURBURT 0'73.11.11LA.
Marlene was in to-dey and really
eeemed quite enthuse.] over his new
fencing master. Marlowe thinks there
never before was such a fencer as this
new instructor, and Marlowe himself
Is no novice at the Viola, - -
Bul I'll wager a peney Marlowe's new
fellow couldn't hold a candle to a cer-
tain young chap I happened to know
back some seven or eight years ago.
It was down in the troeics when I was
In the service. I was eierk to old Henry
Jasper—Henry Ce.sneeey Jastrer—per.
hops you've beam fa tom. It you have
not, I may as well tell you he had some-
thing like a half million and was down
In the tropics just to please his only
daughter, Ilelen—aud a dream she was,
too. just about. twenty and not a month
MOM •
Oel Jasper's one hobby, besides Helen,
was fencing, and I can tell you he took
a pile of pride in his at ill at the foils.
Well, one day there strolled into the
consulate a tall, hand fome fellow with
the biggest, dreamiest brown eyes I
ever saw on a man. His cheeks shone
red through the olive of his complexion
and I marked ham down, right then and
there, as a heart amaeher, and proud of
the profession, too.
While I was sizing him up he 1111.4
asking in his low, musical tones:
"May I speak with the American con-
sul, Mr. Henry Chauncey Jasper, I be-
aye?"
I led him to Jasper. Later I learned
that he had come with a letter of in-
troduction, being the nephew of an ac-
quaintance and sometime friend of the
consul. I wasn't much surprised when
Jasper told me the fellow was a Euro-
pean prince, Henri Delavour by name-
As time went along Prince Henri came
oftener and oftener to the consulate,
and mostly speut his time with Helen.
If he were a heart smasher, as I had in-
ferreti, you couldn't have told it from
Helen's attitude (I confess I watched the
case with interest), although her feel-
ings might have been anything from re-
pressed contempt to deep love.
The rather all this time was becoming
something of an admirer of the prince.
One day the prince came into the con-
sul's rooms looking pretty much "down
In the face." The expression in his eyes
couldn't help but make one feel sorry
for him. What seemed mighty strange
was that he carried a sword in his hand.
He went to Jasper, speaking quickly and
to the point.
"Mr. Jasper,' e he said, "I have corn.
to you upon rather an embarrassing er-
rand. I gambled a bit heavily last night
and the consequence is I haven't enough
money to take me home. To tell the
truth, Mr. Jasper, I have no money' at
all left I can cable, of course, but I
don't want to, sir. I have remained
here longer than I should . . . and
Here the prince paused.
"Well, sir, to come directly to the
point—can you lend me enough? I'll
return it as soon as I reach home. Yon
know my uncle well enough to believe
rue, and this sword is sufficient security,
I guess, for these Jewel@ in the hilt are
worth a fortune, they say."
Henri lay the sword upon the desk be-
fore them aid waited for the consul to
speak. If old Jasper was pleased with
the fellow's frankness he was enraptured
with the sword. Probably this led him
to make the offer he did.
"The sword is an excellent "-es
marvel!" he exclaimed. "I'll tell you
what I'll do—of course you fence,
prince?"
Henri nodded, smiling.
"Wele sir, suppose we fence to decide
the question. If you can beat me at
fencing, prince, you shall have anything
you ask. If not, then you forfeit the
sword. In either case, though, let me
assure you that I'll advance the loan,
and gladly. Is it a go?"
Steil smiling the prince again nodded.
Jasper took down his sword and the
two removed their coats and collars and
rolled up their sleeves.
For a long time they thrust and par-
ried, neither gaining an advantage
Jasper must have seen that he had met
his match and the prince surely Trnis!
have realized that a victory over his an-
tagonise might be gained only by the
most subtle trickery.
And that, Indeed, was what won the
day. It Iva: trick learned in Italy
that enabled Henri to snap the consul's
blade and then he stood, his point just
touching the breast of his laughing
victim.
"What a swordsman!" gasped Jasper,
shaking Henri's hand. 'And now, your
price, prince?"
"My price7 KM tie prince, very
slowly, "Is the hand of your fair daugh-
ter."
Old Jasper started In amazement
Then he 'gushed outright, his admire
thin for the prince's cleverness; over
coming all else.
"She's yours," he cried, again, taking
the young man's hand. "Yours
prince!"
But Helen Jasper never became Piet)
epee Delavour. For the clever European
heart masher had forgotten that per
baps the lady herself might have a voice
In the question.
She who might hare been the prin
eess is just now remonstrating against
my absorption in this "letter," for such
she believes it to be—while little Henri
Is claiming attention by very vociferous
means.—Cleveland Leader.
Deng.. ous Ground.
Daughter—We have teen to see the
great nave in the new cathedral.
Mamma — flesh! Don't mention
names, my dear; I know the man to
whom you refer.—Town Topics.
Quite a Difference.
"I love my love in the morning,"
sang the young man, ardently.
"Huh!" excielmed her younger bro-
ther. "you 4ain't never seen her in the1
Morning y "—Yuen.
E. H. PURYEA R
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Bniitiig









WS pesuMs all soaves of Kea.
hairy.
J. C. Flommoy Cecil Re
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Room No. 5, Paduc.4116,
Columbia Bids. Kentucleme
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Piaetiee in all the courts of tb•
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When you are sick, when you sc
pour chorrces to get well for a few 
I
cents? Certainly not. A little 
dif-
ference in the quality of drugs us
ed
in filling your prescriptions
, some-
times, nukes a big difference in 
the
results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business 
by
•elheice, and because we like it. 
Did
you ever notice that those who li
ke
thcir work are usually the best wor
k-
men? This applies to all lines of
 bus-
'Mess or profession. Our policy 
is to
.give the best posible quality at a 
reas-
onable price, and to give our 
patrons
*est a little more than they 
expect in
/good service and highest qua
lity.









' PERSONAL NOTES. 
+ A. C. Patterson to Have Chime of
the N.. C. & St. L. Down-
+ + + + + + + •:. + + + + + + + 
+ Town Office. vis\
-••••
; Mr. Thoman i? .. •on, George
, and
daughter Miss ...vi ...tide arrived in
i the city yesterday from SEva
nsvil e,
. I''nd on 
the Steamer Hopkins to be
,
, the guests of Mr. a:id Mrs. 
Henry
Rolling at 714 South ',.Iiird street hi:-
a few days.
i Mrs. C. fl. Skaggs of Murray
 is
:visiting in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Billings and
children and Miss Vera Davis leave
Monday for a few weeks visit in
Alabama.
Geo. T. Clark, of Danville,
the city yesterday.
W. B. Kennedy, the big
:naq of Hopkinsville Was in
Th. rsday on business.




ville pharmacy, is in the city look-
ing for a place to locate.
! J. H. Sutton and family, of Mem-
'phis, Tenn., are the guests of Mrs.
J. B. Algee on Harrison street this
week.
1 Mrs. James E. Wear is quite ill at
-IC— ...-•a_ her home on north Seventh street.
S 
Will Hendricks spent yesterday in
iFddyville on bus'tness.
....  -Miss Ver
a Davis has returned from
WANTED—Bilious people to take a visit to•friends in 
Fulton.
Soulcs' Liver Capsules zsc. R. 
A. Mr. C. C. Grassham and family
' ALKER & CO., Fifth and Broa




Mrs. Sue Edwards, of Wingo, is in
FOR RENT—Eight-room re
si- the city visiting friends for a
ii:nce in West End. All modern days.
Conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du- Mr. M. D. Campbell a
nd family
'lois. . i : Ann= who have been visiting 
re•atives in
..  Mayfield have returned home.
FOR RENT—Three story brick Mr. and Mrs. 'Helen Van 
Meter's
iinilding at 103 Seeds Second, now guest Miss Hattie Miler. of Circ
le -
occupied by Paducah Distilleries vine. Ohio, will return home tonig
ht
after a few week's stay.
_P. E. Garvey. of South
street has gone to Memphis.
Lester Copper was called to Hen-
derson yesterday on account of the
illness of his little child.
L. P. Head arrived last night from
Eddyville.
D. H. Hughes came in last night
from 4 busThess trip to Henderson
Ky.
Rola Cleveland. of La Center was
here yesterday.
Mrs. B. M. Powell, of Corydon,
Ky., is in the city visiting friends.
G G. Bateman, of Joppa, Ill., is In
the city. -
Mr. Jasper Cleveland and wife, .of
La Center are visiting in the city.
Mr. H. Randolph arrived here last
night on his way home to Metropolis
after spending several months at his
home in Europe.
Miss Hilda Williams, of Murray,
is visiting relatives in the city.
Mrs. Earnest Crawford and mother,
Mrs. John Crawford have returned to
their home in Vulton creek after
visiting relatives here.
Miss Johnny Beard of Hopkinsville,
who has been visiting relatives in this
city has returned home.
W. C. Eubanks returned yesterday
morning from Stanch:0rd where he
has been visiting his family for sev-
eral days.
Mrs. Vizzie Phelps has returned
home after a visit to her brother in
Mayfield.
Fred Gillam is spending a few days
with friends in Mayfield.
Boyd Phipps has returned
from a visit in "nderson.
Jack Farmer has returned home
after visiting his mother and sister
WANT
company.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35: citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who tan speak, read and
Write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
-Mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters
and show cases, and one 3 foot coun-
ter and show case, at J. D. Sowers
jewelry store, 228 Broadway. Cheap.
I-. FOR RENT—Seven room resi-
' dence, No. 421 North Seventh street.
All modern conveniences. Apply to
Reuben Rowland, No. 2, Trneheart
,building.
FOR SALE—Nousehold goods.
Apply at once 408 Washington street.
•-•• • FOR RENT—The Store House
cornor Sixteenth and Tennessee
• treets. Good dwelling up stairs, will
snake good grocery or drug stand.




"Given by Olive Camp No. 2, Wood-
men of the World at Wallace parld
Friday night, August to. Hillman's
orchestra.
BURN:
-JOSS -STICKS- fr'""". KY; -• Clint Gibbs, time keeper in the
—
, J. C. shops, left Wednesday for
1%laytield to visit friends.
I Frank Boyd, of Lynnvile was is
the city yesterday.
I Will Wylie, of Mayneld, is here
attending the bedside of his sister
I
' Mrs. Jno. Buchanan, ' who is very
sick.
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I+ RIVER RIPPLINGS. +
+
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Steainer Saltillo is due here to-
morrow from St. Louis.
The Savanah passed out of the
Tennessee this morning at 4 o'clock
for St. 'Junin.
Hopkins ardisiied yelterilay after-
noon at 4 o'clock from Evansville.
'Have you a room for rent? Try
a Register want ad
& Broadway. Both Marines 175
, NIGHT BELL AT SIDE DOOR. 
For results try a Register want ad "1
Mr. A. C. Patterson, who was
formerly cashier in the freight office
litre of the N., C. & St. L. R. R., but
who for two years has been living in
Nashville and Atlanta, will soon re-
turn to the city and again take a
local position with the road named.
He will become district southern
agent for the company and have
charge of the ticket office to he
opened in the Camppell block on
Broadway, Mr. Dulaney. of Louis-
ville who it was announced was to
cline here to be the ticket agent hav-
ig been set south to travel for the
'cad as a freight agent. Mr. Patter-
son has a host of friends who re-
member him and will give him a
tordial we:come back to the city
while congratulating him on his
p:•omotion in his service with the N.,
C. & St. I..
Gotham's Idea of Politeness.
• (New York Press.)
He was an accomplished southern
gentleman of the dreamer school,
polite but unpractical and as green
a visitor as New York ever had. Age
about 55. His eye caught two pretty
women overburdened with bundles
standing on a corner of Fifth avenue
waiting for a stage. In their excite-
ment several bund'es fell to the side-
yolk and across the avenue hashed
to the rescue. As he stopped with a
signified "Allow me, ladies.- and pro-
ceeded to pick up several packages
they began to scream for the police.A
fat officer appeared and laid the heavy
hand of the law upon the collar of
the southerner. The women grabbed
their property and fled, while police-
man and prisoner walked toward the
staliop. The sergeant happened to his
a sensible felOw. After hearing ahr
gentleman's statements the lestured
him gently and let him go.
Poisonous Canes.
(Newark Advertiser.)
.Mtuch the meanest and most de-
spicable of the "trick* of trade" :in
adulteration to cheapen the cost of
the product is that which makes big
profits on be chea-p candies and rowe'et
stuffs sold eo the cchildeen. Fully
three-fourths of 300 samples examined
by the Pennsylvania authorities re-
cently was found to contain adultera-
tions, many of 'them polsonottst all
of theca dangerous when eaten in
quantity. Not ring)/ are adulterants and
poisonous chemical flavorings used in
these goods, but many of them are
made amid filthy surroundings and
under disgusting conditions Deaths
have been traced to the stuff and it
is responsible for many illnesses the
source of which 'has appeared a mys-
tery.
Long Wolk for Suitors.
(San Francisco Call.)
Texas claims public attention for
a few moments with information
about a widow who owns an estate
worth about $30,000,000, inc'uding
something like a million fat acres of
li.nd. It is said to be fifty miles
from he front door to the gate, but
has favorably reported on that of a
i..reat  compliment to the French  to be I
,elected as a model on this particular
ground, as it implies that the com-
mittee after a thorough investigation
has reached the conclusion that it in-
volves the least possible danger of in
' terference from the people.
DID NOT WANT TO LIVE
BY SELLING WHISKY.
Trnest Steinhardt, Who Traveled
for Kentucky Firm, Kiils Him-
self in St. Louis.
St. Louis, Mo.! Aug. 9.—After stat-
ing that he took his life rather than
again earn his living by selling liquor,
Ernest Steinhardt, tifty-seven years
of age, whose home is supposed to
have been 225 West Eighth street.
New York City, committed suicide tri-
cky by morphine. Steinhardt was
formerly a traveling salesman for a
Kentucky whisky house, but resigned
at the request of his wife.
.53o.000 FOR A
PAIR OF FILLIES.
Wood Clay Sells Running Water and ,
Content for a Fancy Price,
Saratoga' Aug. 9.—Andrew Miller
yesterday purchased from Wood-
ford Clay the firies Running Water
zrd Content. The price was not
state but it is said to be $30,000 for
the pair. These fillies are close to
the best Mies in training.
OLD POSTMASTER ,
AT CHICAGO FAILS MeV Plies* 360,
F. E. Coyne, Well Known Republi-
can, Files Petition in Bankruptcy
Chicago, Aug. 9.—F. E. Coyne,
former postmaster and a well known
figure in political affairs, filed a volit-
ioi'y petition in bankruptcy today, the
Chicago Title and Trust company
taking charge of the bakery and,
hatch room business, in which he
was enfra-ged
The petitioning creditors were
Eckhart & Swan Miring Company'.
A. T. Ilemstreet de Co. and Irwin
Brothers' company, whose claims ag-
gregate $3o.000.
It is maid. that the embezzlenvent
of a large amount of money by a
former employe while Mr. Coyne was
postindster was indirectly responsi-
Me for the failure.
Oh. Vanity of Vanities.
(Cleveland Plain )ealer.)
"VVe carry lots of women clear to
the top floor or at least several floors
up and then they talc* the next ele-
vator down without gyring three Steps
away from the elevator." declared the
operator of one of the "lifts" in a big
office 'building the other stay. "No.
it isn't because 'they like to ride in
the elevators particularly. Why do
they do it? To get the use of the
rrirrrrors, of course. See above mirrors
on either side of She elevator? Thsit's
what attracts them. iak bit of wind
will strike them an they turn the cor-
ner by the big building and ?then they
imagine that their 'War is badly dis-
arranged and make for the nearest
mirror, which is in the elevator."
under the conditions as enumerated Bestowing of Charity.
zbove suitors shciuld not be discour- 
a
(Washington Star.) S. P. POO;
by that magnificent distance. 
i,
The difficulty of bestowing charity
w•sely has long been recognized. In
time philanthropy may be recognized
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case, Mein Movernent, for
A Seth Thomas $13.00 Mantel Clock for 
Roger's 11147 Knives and Forks, a set, 
Gettuiao Regan' Teaspoens, a se t, 
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set 
Oar entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent off of regular price.
Oar Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at 5o per cent.
off tegmlar prioe—you must see this line to estimate fully the bargians we
are eff.ring.
A special reduction on every article in our store for to days only—
awls* ter cases—
Our repairs must give you satis faction,
eyes tested free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BOOADWAY. WM WAND.
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INISWII VOWS RIDZNC 
PHONE peg
We have on haild
For Sale•a.
3 Hoes* Poieer Motor.
• 5 Horse PnWer Motor.
554..1116tse Power Motor.
• Horse Power Moser.
I so Alone Power Motor.
I aod Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
111-1,3 Nor b Fourth Street.
aged
China and Western Ideas.
(San Francisco Chronicle.)
China will probably adopt the
Freiveli political **listens if sill, elects
to take up western ideas of govern-
ment. A committee of Chinese ap-
pointed to investigate the different
systems of the foreign white devils
as a science, worthy the careful at- 
•
tention of the most profound econons.
ic thinkers. The es&I-nafilted-fiti- FUNERAL-DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
or-miss rne.thodi of public donation
hitherto killow,ed must in time be
Largely replaced by a more intelligent
and discriminating system.. Both Phones No. 110.
L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO
203. 205 S. Laird
.BUY
TRADE WATER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS S h T 11 CENTS
Let us call and book your or r for next winter.




Office Second and Ohio. ,Both Telephones254.
